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Pari.s, April 23. The massacre
New York, April 23. The; offer of
Galveston, Texas, April 23. Forty j New York, April 23. An additional
of
mediation from Charles P. Neill, I'nit-e- seven passengers, all but one citizens Hst of fifteen names of
Fez, in which a large number
Washington, D. C. April 23.
persons who
French officers, soldiers and citizens
SENATE.
States labor commissioner,
and o' the I'nited States, who arrived tolierished in the Titanic disaster and
were Killed and wounded, have given V
In session at 2. p. m.
Judge .Martin A. Knapp, of the United day from Vera Cruz on the steamer
States Commerce Court which was ac- Texas told of alleged torture and as whose bodies have been recovered was
'se to considerable criticism of the V Committee investigating Ti- government authorities for not fore-tanic disaster continued
its
cepted by the Brotherhood of Locomo- sassination of Americans in Mexico, I1la(ip PWic today by the White Star
seeing it and preventing it. It is point-- !
tive Engineers last night just after All the refugees left their lands. Line. The list was received in a wire- hearing with Third Officer Pitt- N
ed out that the French occupied Fez
tney tiad declared ior a strike as the! homes, furniture and everything they less message from the cable
man testifying.
ship
V
more than a year ago. Premier
111
HOUSE.
campaign ior m-- ' possessed except enough money for:'i Mackay-Bennetw hich also announc- Poincaire today ortl(,rpd Eugene Reg.
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came
Met at 10:30 a. m.
iirnia iv ueioie; .inntrQ
irciRu ai;es.
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the conference committee of railway b,oks. Amon
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gate
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That
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managers
the
today.
j
bill.
were
postofllce appropriation
tfc)re
only four or flw trunk8- hour proffer of mediation by officials
Intended to Wipe Out French.
twelve are tnose of passengers.
Americans Murdered,
of the United States government will!
The correspondence of French newsOfficials of the White Star Line
M' H- Ish' one ot the ref"Sws told
aho be accepted by the railroads was
papers at Fez indicate that the plot of Disagree on Election of Senators.
were able today to announce that they
muruer
an
oi
American
.,,
iti
thtc
moral hiiof
the rebels included the massacre of
cmcKeu on, wnn tne am ot their
zen named wait.
Washington, D. C, April 23. A
the whole of the French mission head"Judge Knapp and I are only acting
was
to
conference
made
".Mr. Wait was a neighbor of mine," Passenger lists, some of the names of
the
report,
as mediators," said Commissioner
ed by M. Regnault, which recently arthe identified dead which have been
V
rived at the capital to establish the Senate today announcing the failure Neill, "and if as such we obtain an said Sir. Ish. "He had sold several recovered
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ot
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resolution
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agreement
of
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cable ship.
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be
for the
get it, they deliberately
to the impatience of the Arabian womFailing
ration, then it would
Bodies Recovered.
for popular election of Sen-- ! roads and (he engineers to select one headed him with their machetes, herden to begin the carnage. These worn- The list follows:
declared that the House arbitrator each, those two to select ed his cattle together and drove them
en are described by the correspond-- i atorsFirst class passengers: W. D. Doug- off. There are many instances just
ents as creatures of terrifying appear- proposed to take away from Congress the third
Ramon Artagaveytia,
las,
Fred Sut- all
over
senatorial
like
rushthis.
supervisory power
ance, who passed their time in
Engineers Are Delighted,
elections.
"We lived in a little settlement ton, A. II. Holverson, (sent by wireing about the streets and torturing-thThe engineers appeared to be de- Two immense rolls of petitions
"No, not one."
"To deprive Congress of the right lighted with the offer of mediation, where a colony of. eleven American less to A. ,T. Holverson).
wounded and some times aiding the
Second class passengers: Louis M.
"Did any woman urge you to go Moorish rebels in their final mutila- to
tied with red, wi,;te and blue ribbon
say wnetner a memper ot another declaring that their position wiih re- - families had founded the town of
John H.
.
Hoffman,
and carrying thousands of names, back?"
by
,1..
tion and desecration of the victims. 1..-- ,1..i unn
"us ukku vuiiuiiii; eiecieu,j spect to increased wages was per Sunburn. All departed because we wireless as John A. Chapman, (sent
"No."
Chapman), W. Cor- reposed upon the reading clerk's desk
of Wyoming, Chairman fectly sound and if the question was were afraid to remain longer knowing
Senator
Clark
Indescribable
Outrages.
"Who demurred, the men with the
))jnes (sent by wireless as W. Car
in the House this afternoon. They
Scenes ot awful horror occurred in ui tne judiciary i;o.nmmee said, is put up ior arbitration they were we would be killed of tortured.
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very
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put all J had $1,C50 in land and impro254,000 Affected By Strike.
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sion.
carned offuto ,suf' vestigation into the .election of a Sen- rai,ro.u,s east of
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,Then
Chicago and nonh of
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,
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anticipated in the House,
Stone said that a strike order would ican consul in Mexico City."
When Pittman yielded to the
Manigan), James Farrell, James Kelwas House Bill No. 33, by Skidmore
ren- Senator Clark is one of the Senate affect 54,000 engineers. In turn, the
Outrage Practiced on American
of the passengers, he did fourths of it entirely destroyed,
ly, Henry Hansen, Mauritz Dahl, (sent
portunities
home- conferees.
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The report of the failure engineers' strike would throw 200,000
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John T. McGee, a wealthy planter Gilinski, Ernest P. Tomlin, Josef
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tion is such that they cannot vote In
Telegraphers Held Mob at Bay.
ences getween the representatives of other railroad employes out of work,
"Describe the screams."
(sent by wireless as Yosipe
who went to Mexico two years ago,
the precinct in which they are reg- The complete story of the death of the two houses, is in accord with a Railroads Expected to Accept Media- - returned to America minus more
.Don't sir, please. I'd rather not
Drazenoni), Malkolm Johnson, (sent
than
istered may vote elsewhere, and talk about it."
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Although they
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Dital
Mexico
Citv
Charges Against Judge Archbald.
the family of Representative Marceli- - The witness said the moans and possessed but one revolver between
er the mediation offer. Whether the
"What has been true of the Shay verify the following names:
Washington, D. C, April 23. Repre railroads would
for a
no C. Martinez of Colfax county, no cries continued an hour and that he them, they kept the mob at bay
Mrs. N. McNames. It is supposed
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i lie
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against
everywhere
quarters at Tangier, teiling of plight the commerce court. The resolution ference committee of the railroads
and a Peter Vasi-lktmerely to keep time, awaiting develop-- j aid?" asked Senator Smith in
ican government is not able to quiet Thomas Catalevas
of the city.
the
however,
Finally,
which met today. Definite announceIt is not possible to determine
TheSenate committees are prise.
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that
to
charges
Judge
them.
believe
the which of these two has been recover- Americans
busv at work however fashinnins? hills
"Please, Sir, don t, pleaded Pitt Arabs tore a hole in the roof, into bald fiKU1'etl in recont negotiations ment of the railroads' attitude was ex Ma.lero Many
forces so dislike the Amer-wishi which they sent a murderous fire and
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son of John Sage. Both father and
lution was referred to the judiciary afternoon.
The engineers remained in session Whenever rurales are near, the ban- son were among the lost. There is no
feelings,'' said Senator Smith, "but we! dead and the fourth turned hi3
committee.
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a W.
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?
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Practically every
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witness. cape from the burning building.
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sist on its federal control ,luud'
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,
Texas had a similar story to tell of; bookings, but "Charity
a
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wo",d be acceel W
railroads,
J
cvei iicai anjLiiiti wi
to
resolution
House
the
"thaeririentlto
looking
discussion but tonight definite policies boatLJtuknown
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Shortly after
23.- -In
as the Hellig Olav?" sud delayed.
his let.e. experiences in Mexico. Two men who 'third class passenger, appears.
She,
York,
yw
April
elect.on
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may be formulated.
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he and Lehigh were relieved.
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.1... nunc
.
l,r,UQlwi.l.- - intn
tn.i, I
nfP it !,a .luuiifia
u
asked Senator Smith.
mu I'nw Pwi
IN.I1UA maul- - (JUUilc
oic.
ilivoet vnto nf tlio lunula
Tho effort
a Republican House caucus will be denly
"Was it five minutes or an hour bewho
ac- - abandoning
Alexander
Chairman
wife
of
"We
v,
Stone
the
owned,
Robins,
they
,v,
today,
says:
everything
i,
S. Olav Saw Iceberg.
S.
j
lield this evening in the Supreme
fore the collision that you saw the
vour offer of mediation with the tell of meeting four armed bandits in was booked in the steerage.
White
of'cel1t
Borah
a
be
I
boat
didn't.
conference
Senator
"No.
There
may
again.
room
Court
at the Capitol, followed by
iceberg?" demanded Senator Smith in
Star Line lists have no record of H.
Idaho was the only Republican Sena- - uiiueisianuing tnai any sememeni a narrow pass.
a joint caucus of House and Senate jof that name." said Pittman
reached shall be effective this date and
we are here," said Green berg (as sent by wireless) but
reason
"The'only
York exasperation
the
Democrats
New
h
docked
The
at
Olav
votinS
against that bolh sides will
I don't know, sir," said the witness !tc:"
Republicans.
Greenberg is on
faithfully and one of the men, "is that we were the name of Samuel
Ul
IJIUllUIl.
April 17, and is reported to haye en- obdurately.
A
Senate.
.Tcaa nuocantroro
lie rf
tho
arm-- :
this
an
as
honestly
to
to
delay
it."
beat
them
regard
enough
lucky
Petitions against the Tripp prize countered an iceberg near where tho "I wish you would tell the commit
Identified Dead.
istice and not employ the delay for Everywhere you go, except right in
sank. It has been suggested tee whether you
fight bill were presented from Estan-ci- Titanic
e
apprehended danger
the purpose of securing a tactical
The following names of identified
will see
you
been
largest
cities,
boat
the
Olav
have
that
the
may
'
when you sounded those signals."
Dayton, Las Cruces, Roswell,
ed farms, houses burned, livestock dead (as received by wireless) are
whose lights Fourth Officer Boxhall
Orchard Park, Pinos Altos,
There Was Danger.
A meeting of 9 railroad presidents
Thought
and in many instances the de-t- not on the passenger lists of the
stolen
tried
which
saw
and
he ineffectually
"All we have to do in the nest is
Tularosa,
Portales, Carlsbad,
discuss
situation
is
to
the
expected
to signal with distress rockets.
caying and headless bodies of their steamship company:
Alamogordo, Amistad, Hudson, Marring the bell, and if we think there
W. Marriott, George Rosenshire. H.
held here this afternoon. The pres owners are left
No
Lookout.
Glasses
lying about.
for
L
etc.
On
is danger we telephone," said Fleet.
tinez, Gallup, Maxwell, Raton,
W. Ashe, Nibilschedid, R. Batt, A. Hay-teidents may advise with the conferlookwho
was
the
Frederick
Fleet,
Useless to Resist Bandits.
"Then you did think there was danthe other hand petitions favoring the
ence committee as they yesterday did.
Jerry Morrose and Steward No. 76.
nest of the Titanic ger when you rang the bell?"
"The bandits are in such large numTripp bill were presented from Tu - out in tne crow's
been
vested
the
latter
has
.;bough
100 Bodies Recovered.
some
on
testified that
Sunday night
"I thought the berg was pretty close,
cumcari, Fort Sumner and Folsom.
with fuli power to act for the rail- - bers and so scattered over the inteAll doubt that the name of N. E.
Taf
Roosevelt
t
and
a
10
Managers
he
time
after
o'clock,
reported
to
bills
is
so
were
I
seem
introduced:
but
useless.
when
resist
them
rior
The following
it didn't
that
large
i
reds.
Coles Rasher as received T5y"wireless
officers Erst saw It."
' Senate Bill No. 106,
e
Are Claiming Missouri
by Hinkle, a black mass of ice ahead to the
Mr. Stone said he had large faith in We Americans had to give up
by the White Star Line, is that of
on
was
be
the
this
How
bridge.
Ipng
"How large then?''
county salary bill. Referred to the
Knapp to bring about a settle- - thing to tnem when they came to the Colonel John Jacob Astor was discould
lookout
collision
fore
the
the
Delegation
"About the size of two big tables.
Committee on Finance without printThe latter, he sa'd, had never settlements, no matter how well ar- - pelled when the wife of Nicholas NasBut it got larger as we went along,
salary not say.
ing. This Is the Democratic
to settle any labor contro- - med we might be.
failed
yet
ser told the officials that N. E. Coles
Fleet told the committee that there and when we struck it, it was about
bill.
which
in
he had appeared as
Sanburn, the place where the re Rasher must be her husband.
versy
The
Titan-ic'in
no
were
lookout
IN
OREGON
the
COLONEL
LOOSES
glasses
to
Senate Bill No. 107, by Alldredge,
fifty or sixty feet above the water."
nipdiator.
fugees say some of the alleged atro- steamship company officials also say
Southcrow's
nest
after
leaving
amend the present law governing
Washington, D. C, April 23. In the
of the name Nasser is on their lists.
New York, April 23. Word reached cities occurred, is in the state
If he had had glasses, he opinion of Senator William Alden
bond issues for irrigation. To Com- ampton.
Mr. Neill shortly after the adjourn- - Vera Cruz, thirteen miles northwest
cable ship will
The Mackay-Bennehe
could
seen
the iceberg Smith, the
have
Forces Gather ment of the conference
mittee on Irrigation and Water Rights. said,
chairman, and many of his Administration
that the rail- - of Santa Lucretia. It is on the Vera remain near the scene of the disaster.
so
been
has
much
Senate Bill No. 10S by Mabry to enough sooner to have escaped it.
in Iowa and California For
colleagues,
already
roads had accepted the offer of medi- Cruz and Isthmus railway across the It has recovered 100 bodies up to the
He said glasses were furnished the learned from the examination of but
establish a normal school at Clovis.
ation. He had not been advised, how- Isthmus of Tehuantepec and is listed present time, 77 have been taken out
Battle
to
Coming
lookout
from
Belfast
Southampa few witnesses, that it is incumbent
To Committee on Public Institutions.
ever, of the official reply.
of the sea 42 of which have been idenas a railway and telegraph station.
The Committee on Livestock and ton, where they were taken away.
ni on them to get all possible informaIt is thought the ship will entified.
San
Rebels
Threaten
Bias.
Didn't See Captain on Bridge.
tion from every person who can en- (By Special Leasfd Wire to New Mexican)
Agriculture reported favorably Senate
23. San deavor to reach Halifax on Friday.
Eonds Approved.
Tucson, Arizona,
April
St. Louis, Mo April 23. Caucuses
Washington, D. C, April 23. When lighten the committee. That the facts
Bill No. 19, a wild animal bounty
Astor's Will o Probate.
Certificates of approval for official B,as. on of tne most important towns
state
measure. The bill was made the spe- lookout Fleet this afternoon followed already discussed point out the inade preliminary to the Republican
New York, N. Y., April 23. It bebonds
were filed this morning with in Sinaloa, from a railroad standpoint.
the!
tomorrow
and
on
Officer
committee
Pittman
the stand, quacy in marine regulation, they are
meeting
cial order for tomorrow afternoon at Fourth
he said he was in the crow's nest at convinced and that the whole story, state convention Thursday began here the secretary of state for the follow-- ; is now threatened by rebels, accord- - came known today that a New York
three o'clock.
law firm will file for probate within
when told, will form the basis for new touay, ana it is expected tney win not :5 Biait: uiuuiais; .mcuuu LiiaviK, su- - m& iu luiuuimnuu iaume
The same committee reported in fa- the time of the collision.
"Who was on the bridge Sunday maritime laws and lead to interna- be concluded until late tonight. The l erintendent of insurance, $20,000; day. It was stated a large band of a few days the will of Colonel John
vor of the passage of House Joint
TiMemorial No. 2 asking Congress to night after you took your place in theltional conferences
entirely revising Taft and Roosevelt factions are engag--: Thomas P. Gable, game and fish war- revolutionists had encamped near the Jacob Astor, who perished on the a
this is
ocean steamship transportation, they ed in a fight for control of the state. den, $2,000; Malaquias Martinez, coal city. San Bias is the junction point tanic. It is understood
amend Schedule K so as to make the crow's nest?"
The national administration is to be; oil inspector, $10,000. The official of the Southern Pacific in Mexico, the comparatively new .will, mude after
do not doubt.
tariff on scoured wool 30 cents a "Mr. Murdock and Mr. Pittman.''
"Was the captain on the bridge?"
represented by Secretary of Commerce hond of Adjutant General A. S. Mexico and Kansas City, and the Colonel Astor's marriage to Miss
World's Eyes on Investigation.
pound. Miera moved to pass. Barth
"I didn't see him."
Force. The lawyers refuse, however,
moved to amend so as to include a
Information has come to the Sen- and Labor Charles Nagel, and Con - Brookes was this morning filed in the Mexico and orient roads.
said
his
out
at
watch
in
Fleet
he
took
a
on
wool
11
to give any details as to the disposicents
of
ate that the authorities of all the gressman Richard Bartholdt, who are! sum of $7,000.
tariff
pound
Battle Expected Soon.
the grease. The Memorial was mad 10 o'clock. Sailor Lehigh was with great maritime nations of the world due to arrive here tonight. GovernTucson, Arizona, April 23. A bat- - tion of the estate, which is estimated
the special order in committee of the hiirKin the crow's nest. Fleet said the are watching the investigation close- - or Hadley, the leader of the Roose
tie between Federals and rebels near al $125,000,000. At the time of his
afternoon at 3:30 men he relieved told him to keep a;iy. The committee had planned to re-- velt forces, began his caucuses early.
whole tomorrow
University of Illinois,
Culiacan, capital of Sinaloa, is ex- second marriage, Colonel Astor setPresident's Office.
o'clock.
call to the witness stand today, Fourth Each faction is claiming the stats
sharp lockout for small Ice.
pected here today stated General Ra- tled $5,000,000 on his bride, In view
The Committee on State Affairs anKept Sharp Outlook.
Illinois,
Officer Boxhall of the Titanic, who re - convention at which four delegates atj
mon Iturbe, commanding 400 Federal of which it is understood shH reii "Did you keep a sharp lookout?"
nounced a public hearing on Senate
vealed the startling fact late yester- large and alternates to the nationally
April 17, 1912.
V soldiers, was marching upon Culiacan, quished her dower rights, in order
Dr. E. D. McQueen Gray,
"Yes, sir.''
Bill No. 44, the Medical Bill, on Friday that an unknown ship was sighted convention will be chosen, 18 electors
with the intention of wresting the city that the estate might remain lnaci.
"Did you see any Ice?"
President University of New
about five miles from the Titanic long and a national committeeman will be
day.
from the rebels, and that a column of As provision also had been made for
'
"Yes, at 7 bells (11:30 p. m.) I re- before she went to the bottom. This elected.
Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M.
The Senate adjourned to 2:30 p. m.,
the revolutionists had left the city the first Mrs. Astor, lawyers say the
The Taft leaders announced that the
My Dear Mr. President.
was the first anything had been told
on Wednesday afternoon.
ported a black mass ahead."
to intercept the advancing Federals. bulk of the estate will go to Coicnel
in- Sen494
"How
collision
did
was
the
In
answer
before
the
of
to
of
to
the
President
favor
if the ship which failed
delegates
catch
The Republican members
long
your
Astor's son. Vincent, who will keep
Federals Take Bavispe.
con441
and
I
Ice
13
I
ahead?"
ate held a conference immediately af you report
beg to say that
April
distress signals and steamed away structed, Roosevelt
it intact. For 1912 Colonel
23.
InformaEl
April
Paso,
Texas,
faction
think it would be an excellent
"I've no idea."
ter adjournment presumably on ap
leaving the Titanic to her fate. When tested 224. The Roosevelt
taxed on real property in New York
Bain
out
Juarez
that
tion
is
given
votes and gives the adidea to establish the
"About how long?''
the investigation was resumed, It was claims 664
pointments. The Democrats also held
vispe which was taken by a rebel valued at $41,2O2.S00.
votes with 51 con"I couldn't say."
announced that J. B. Boxhall, fourth ministration 42S
college of which you
an informal conference.
command sent out from Juarez a
House.
speak. Anything which can be
Reported Berg to Bridge Promptly. officer of the Titanic was ill and could tested and 9 uninstructed.
Found Dead in Bed Alfred Hunter,
week ago, has been
by the
done along this line is sure to
"What did you do when you saw not be heard further at this time.
The state committee meeting will
Speaker Baca presided.
an
Alamogordo pioneer, was found
to
upmarch
were
seven-folno
be repaid
expected
agreeto the
Federals,
Few Boat Drills.
House Joint Memorial No. 3, was the Iceberg?"
try to decide the contests. If
dead in bed yesterday from heart
on Casas Grandes. No casualties.
H. J. Pittman, third officer of the ment is reached two state conventions
country which has the foresight
Introduced by Speaker Baca, petition- , "I sounded three bells and then
A.
failure. County Treasurer
J.
Railroad Men Proffer Services.
to undertake it.
ing Congress to build across the Pe- telephoned the bridge that there was ship then" was called to the stand. are expected to be held.
suma
was
of
Baird,
23.
One
Whethnephew
Huntef,
- an iceberg ahead," replied Fleet.
23.
comSan
Texas,
Antonio,
April
the
told
in
to
detail
road.
a
Third
Pittman
Cedar
Referred
April
Faithfully
Officer
yours,
Rapids, la.,
cos forest
moned home yesterday from Santa
EDMUND J. JAMES.
He got a prompt response to .his
Fe.
Continue? on page eight.
Four.
Contlnued vn Page
Continued on Page Five.)
ring, he said, and the report was not
(Contlnued on Page Four.)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcnn)

I By Special

There is every indication late M Washington, D. C, April 23. The
this afternoon that the Repub- - Vlife and death struggle of the victims
licans of the legislature are N of the Titanic disaster were pictured
to the Senate investigating commit-- !
getting together; that personal
differences will be dropped, and
tee today by Third Officer Herbert
that all will unite for the
jJohn Pittman of the sunken liner.
good of the people and the
No Cries Until Ship Sank.
The Republicans feel
party.
Chairman Smith of the committee,
that the time has come to jus-pressed Pittman regarding scenes af-- ,
tify in the eyes of the people
ter the sinking of the ship
the election of a Republican
"I heard no cries of distress until
and
the
that
legislature,
responafter
the ship went down,-- ' he said.
must
sibility for legislation
"How
far away were, the cries from
j
be accepted in earnest.' It is
your life boat?''
not proposed that any organi-"Several hundred feet, probably,
zation, or any set of leaders,
some of them. I told my men to get
shall rule with high hand, but
'the oars out and pulled toward the
that the rule of reason shall
wreck, that we might be able to save
prevail and that the Republi- o ifan:
Tin, Kfiof
mnfo
v. .
i uc nnfM.lrt
mviiv. Thf
psrvijJic
cans must unite on a sane leg- nij UVIQl
demurred.
They said it would be a
islative program. It is very
jmad idea."
likely that a joint caucus of
Mad Idea to Help Drowning.
Senate and House Republicans
"Did any one in your boat urge or
will be held tonight.
appeal to you to go back toward the
wreck?"
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KEEP THE CHILDREN'S

made the original complaint, changed
BOWELS CLEAN NOW. it from a criminal
assault to a
charge of assault, t'nder this charge,
If Tongue is Coated, Stomach Sour, Bell pleaded guilty, and Judge Current
sentenced him to 20 days in jail and
Breath Feverish, Bowels Clogged
Give "Syrup of Figs."
costs.

The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

M.

the

PHYSICIAN ADVISES

CTI

For forty

REMEDIES

Children dearly love to take deli
Burned to Death.
For Eczema. Patient's Wristand Shin
cious "Syrup of Figs" and nothing
The little girl of Matheas Montoya
Itched Like Poison.
else cleans and regulates their tender! of Alcatraz, San Juan county, was
Scratched
little stomachs, liver and 30 feet of burned to death on Friday. Her mothUntil They Bled. Says: "Cuticura
bowels so promptly and thoroughly. er went out after wood and it is supSoap and Ointment Cured Me."
Children are bilious and constipated posed that the child was standing too
.
near
Her
grown-upsclothes
the fireplace.
Then they get
caught
just like
Four ypars atro I had placrs break out on
sick, the tongue is coated, stomach 'on fire and she rushed out doors
my wrist and on my shin which would itch
breath bad; they don"t eat or ing to call her mother. By the time and burn by spells, and scratching them
would not seem to give any
rest well; they become feverish, cross, the mother arrived, the clothes were
relief. When the trouble first
irritable and dou't want to play. Lis-- entirely burned off her body. The
began, my wrist ana shin
ten Mothers
for your child's sake child lived for two hours after that,
itched like poison. I would
scratch those places until they
don't force the little one to swallow '
would bleed before I could get
nauseating castor oil, violent calomel Sugar Beet Factories for San Juan
any relief. Afterwards the
or harsh irritants like Cathartic pills.
County,
places would scale over, and
A teaspoonful of Syrup of Figs will
the flesh underneath would
Signing up of sugar beet contracts
look red and feverish. Somechild
have your
smiling and happy for tne new sugar beet factory to be
times it would begin to itih
again in just a few hours. Syrup of established in Durango started last
until it would waken me fiuii.
Figs will gently clean, sweeten and week in San Juan crmnty.' James Van my sleep, and I would have to go through
ordeal again.
regulate the stomach, make the liver Daniker of Durango, acting for Ward the"1scratching
our physician in regard to
active and move on and out of the;Darley, started at Farmington and it, andconsulted
he pronounced it "dry eczema." I
bowels all the constipated matter, the weIlt up the Animas valley asking the used an ointment which the doctor gave me,
waste farmers to sign contracts for beet but it did no good. Then he advised me
sour bile, the foul, clogged-uto try the Cuticura Remedies.
As this
and poisons, without causing cramps acreage. The beet contracts call for trouble
has been in our family for years,
or griping.
is
and
considered
to
commence
felt
in
I
anxious
hereditary,
ja three years time,
to try to head it off. I got ttie Cuticura
With Syrup of Figs you are not;1913j and if tne contract for the
Ointment and Pills, and they seemed
or injuring your children. Be- - stnleti0n of the factory is not let by Soap,
to be just what I needed.
ing composed entirely of luscious figs, january 1, 1913, the growers are
"The disease was making great headway
on my system until I got the Cuticura Remeand aromatics it cannot be der no obligation to raise beets.
dies which have cleared my skin of the great
harmful.
Full directions for children
pest. From the time the eczema healed four
of all ages and for grown-up- s
plainly
Fire Near Las Vegas.
years ago, until now, I have never felt any
on
of
its pest, and I am thankful to the Cuticura
the
package.
printed
the large Soap
morning
Monday
Early
and Ointment which certainly cured me.
name
for
full
Ask your druggist
the
barn located on the grounds of the I always use the Cuticura Soap for toilet,
"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna'' old Montezuma Hotel
I
and
other sufferers from skin diseases
several will usehope
the Cuticura Soap and Ointment."
prepared by the California Fig Syrup miles northwest of Lasgarden,
was
Vegas,
(Signed) Irven Hutchison, Three Rivers,
Co. This is the delicious tasting, gen
Mar. 16, 1911.
uine old reliable. Refuse anything destroyed by fire. Benedict Papen, Mich.,
Although Cuticura Soap and Ointment are
of
custodian
the
who
had
been
the
offered.
else
sold throughout the world, a liberal sample
property for several years, suffered a of each, with
book on the skin and
will be sent free, on application to Pot-f- r
scalp
at
about
loss which he estimates
Sister Claire.
Drug & Chera. Corp., Dept, 17A, Boston.
His horse, cow, calf, a buggy
(R ith L. Skeen of Artesia, N. M.)
a quantity of corn
and
and
Listen-jus- t
wagon,
every single night
10,000 COAL MINERS
When Sister Claire puts out my light and other grain were burned. He had
RETURN TO WORK IN OHIO.
to
barn
no insurance. The
belonged
Although her face I cannot see
the Santa Fe railway. Mr. Papen be- In
She always comes and blesses me
Eastern Part of State Workers Had
lieves the barn was set on fire acAnd then I hear her light footfall
Been Idle Since Strike on
to
steal
Pass quickly out and down the hall,
cidentally by persons trying
April 1.
The clicking of her rosary
grain.
Sounds soft as music does to me,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Suits Filed in the Second District
The big girls laugh, but I don't care
23. Ten
Bridgeport, Ohio, April
Court.
I almost worship Sister Claire,
thousand coal miners in eastern Ohio
Her face is very pure and white
Attorneys Marrou and Wood yester- resumed work today after being idle
As if behind it shone a light;
day filed several suits in the district since April 1. Miners in Plum Run,
I don't look at her when I am bad
court at Albuquerque. The first was Bradley and Piney Fork, where rules
Her face is then so grieved and sad, a divorce for Mrs. Annie Hollister permitting pumpers and repairmen to
But when she smiles, I often trace
Harrison against Henry J. Harrison. work pending the outcome of scale
That same look on Our Lady's face; The plaintiff alleges desertion,
conferences, were alleged to have been
Her eyes are kind and very blue,
and inhuman treatment, and violated it is said today, were severeMine
They must be like Our Lady's, too,
asks for alimony and the custody of ly disciplined by the United
I never tell I love her so,
old child. Other suits Workers.
the
But I keep thinking she must know,
Bank vs.
filed were State National
Mayor James C. Dahlman, omaha.
Because I lie awake at night.
Charles F. Spacer on promissory note
Nebr., often called the "Cow Boy
S.
and
Frank
Strickler
W.
Waiting, till she puts out my light.
$250;
(for
of the benefit he deA. Hubbell vs. Sofia Hubbell and the Mayor" writes
estate of the late T. S. Hubbell on a rived from Foley Kidney Pills and
says, "I have taken Foley Kidney
jnote for $1,000; Dr. M. 1). Welsh of Pills and they have
given me a great
FlemA.
Garfield
Mrs.
vs.
Pena
Blanca
THE STATE
of relief, so I cheerfully recomdeal
ing for $10C for medical services.
mend them." For sale by all drugin ! minimi
gists.
GROWING
WILD
ANIMALS
Taken to Las Vegas.
IN
COUNTY.
LUNA
SCARCER
Maria Isabel Padilla y Chavez of AWe have it on good authority that
lbuquerque, committed to the state insane asylum in the district court on Harry Drum, Chairman of Tours of negotiations are under wav for a performance in our city about May 8 by
account of insanity, was taken to Las
American Automobile Associathat
pleasing musical organization
at
tion Arrives
Deming.
Vegas by her husband, who was depuThe Schubert Symphony Club and
tized for the trip.
S.
V.
23
N.
M.,
April
Deming,
Lady Quartette, of Chicago. Many of
Hillis, Dr. R. C. Hoffman and Hugh our readers have heard this popular
P. F. Kowalsky Dead.
DemH. Williams, representing the
and no doubt
everyone
company
P. F. Kowalsky died at his home in
ing Chamber of Commerce leave this
Las Vegas. Mr. Kowalsky was a afternoon for El Paso to meet Harry knows of the high favor in which its
it.
has placed
years of success
health seeker and had lived in Las Drum cnairraan 0f tours of the
s
char
The
and
popular
great
variety
for several years, being em- - Ican Automobile
Association. Mr.
ployed in the Biehl garage. He was Drunys car vm De piloted to Deming acter of this company's program has
endeared it to the hearts of Amera member of the Las Vegas Camp of bv c
H. raster wh0 is now in El Pa- - ican
music lovers, until today it
the Modern Woodmen of America.
so. E. P. Grindell, secretary of the
stands undoubtedly first in their affecDouglas car will remain here until tions. Their new program is said to
Painter Commits Suicide.
their return. Three more cars from be the best they have ever presented,
"I am no good" was the brief reason
and several from Lordsburg, and no doubt their house will be
Douglas,
large
John F. Reynolds, a painter thirty will meet Mr. Drum here and
conduct
years old, gave for committing sui- him westward. When the car arrives here if they are secured for an entertainment.
cide. He was found dead on the in
npminer trip date Is nnr vet avail- bank of the Platte river on Sunday af-- ehl thpi. ' wiI1 h
,
Rmoker
ternoon with an empty carbolic acid,and the
The Economical Cooking Fat
good roads D00ster8 ln this
bottle by his side.
.m n
There is both economy and solid satiswill be representatives from El Paso, faction in cooking with Cottolene. Not
Two Arrests in Las Vegas.
Silver
and Douglas only is it more economical than either
John Benson was arrested in Las at this City, Lordsburg,
butter or lard
less being remeeting.
but it can be used in fine cakes
quired
Vegas by Chief of Police 3en Coles
The bounty book at the county and
on the charge of drunkenness end
pastry with every bit as good reclerk's office seems to indicate that sults as butter, and for frying it excels
sentenced by Justice of the Peace D.
much scarcer in lard or other cooking fats.
coyotes are
Murray for thirty days in the city Luna county getting
Unlike lard, Cottolene makes food
were a year
than
they
cooler. Frank Carmichael was also
or so ago. The fourth quarter of wholesome, nourishing, digestible. It
arrested by Officer Coles on the charge
on the is made from Cottonseed Oil, the use
of vagrancy and ordered to leave 1910, the county paid bounty
of which Dr. Wiley so strongly has
404
57
following:
cats; first commended.
coyotes,
town.
4
194
quarter 1911,
coyotes, 74 cats,
Cottolene shortens your food lengthlobos; second quarter 1911, 83 coyotes ens your life, and saves you money at
Wedding at Albuquerque.
50 cats, 8 lobos; third quarter 1911, the same time.
George W. Robertson of the II. S. 4t)
coyotes, 25 cats; fourth quarter
Indian Service in Albuquerque,
and
101 coyotes, 90 cats, 1 lobo, 2
1911,
Miss Ora M. Peterson who has been
first quarter 1912, 129 coyotes,
lynx;
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
teaching at Lnguna were married by 71 cats, 4 lobos, 2 lynx.
the Rev. C. O. Beckman at the United
Messrs. Grindell & Lawhon state
EXPRESS LINE.
States Indian School in Albuquerque that
time by automobile
at noon, April 22. They left last nigh' from their running
Douglas to Deming was 9 hours;
for Durango where they will maka six hours
50166
from Douglas to Lordsburg,
their home.
where they remained over night, and Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.
three hours from Lordsburg here.
A Lucky Hunter.
A sack full of hides arrived from
Cuervo and were deposited at the
office of Clerk Lorenzo Delgado in
Las Vegas. The name of the shipper
is not known but it is believed that
Secundino Romero has been using his
revolver with deadly aim. The sack
The highest point of woman's hapcontained the coats of 34 coyotes and
piness is reached only through moth-wild
cats.
eleven
erhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-- ;
U. N. M. Entertainers on the Road.
be is often fearful of nature's ordeal
The University of New Mexico En- and shrinks from the suffering inci-tertainers left Albuquerque Sunday dent to its consummation.
But for
night on their trip over the Santa Fe nature's ills and discomforts nature
lines as far as Kansas City to give provides remedies, and in Mother's!
twelve concerts under the auspices Friend is to be found a medicine of
o the Santa Fe Reading Room Asso- great value to every expectant mother.
ciation. The first concert was given It is an emulsion for external
last night at Clovis. They will be at application, composed of ingredients'
work.
which act 'with beneficial and soothSanta Fe on their return.
ing effect on those portions of the
It is intended to
system involved.
Clovis Chamber of Commerce.
At a meeting of the Clovis Chamber prepare the system for the crisis, and
u
B Buuer'
v
of Commerce D. B. Oldham was elect-- i
ing tnrou? wnlch ,the mother usually
ed president; M. Boyle, first
fse!-- Jf?e reSular use f Uo
dent; Dr. J. Foster Scott, second vice- wm repay any momer in Wo
ineuu
C.
C.
A.
Clark
president;
secretary;
comfort it affords before, and the helpV. Steed, treasurer. A great mass
ful restoration to health and strength
Thirty years' of experience in
meeting was arranged for Tuesday it brings about after baby comes.
tailoring in seme of the largest
evening to make definite provisions Mother's Friend
for the Democratic state convention is for
cities in Europe and America.
to be held in Clovis May 14th.
drug s

tne name

Coldwell Law" Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with "best in the lawn
mower field. "

try-sou- r,

" Soltaire " floods.

Always the Leader

always ready for use.
The Coldwell guarantee is back of every machine. A Guarantee to eive satisfarrinn.
Coldwells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the
ordinary building steel) is used in
a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you
a Coldwell.

'

j

GROCERY

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

ALL

CASH

Santa Fe. Telephone

PURCHASES.

WE

C
No. 40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

GIVE

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

p

a

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFaLFA

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

urnru
IICKn

r?v
LUU
i

phone Black

45

45

J

Dawson,
Yankee,

Oakdale.

SAWED WOOD

"Tedar,

If It's Hardware, We Have It.
Phone

Near Union Dep9t.

I

General Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of The World
MfiflPV and lnconven,ence bJ Purchasing Wells
ITlUIlWJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Save

Bi

U.

S,

"LS"

Canada, Mexico
(

Jt

M

J.

D. BARNES,

MM

Agent.

THE STAR BARN

I,.iif

Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,

Also

RIGS.

LIVERY

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

First-Clas- s

Pbcne Main

J. R. CREATH,

139

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

CARRIAGE,

AUTOMOBILE,
-- AND

SIGN
PAINTING

frit .ir Silveiing,
titi-Hn-

on (ilass

and Brass

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,
305 San Francisco Street.

SPECIAL

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pultey3, and shafting; one 12 horso power and one 21
horse power Leffel Engine, Srst clas
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pas;
upon by
Boiler Inspector;
radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gnso-lintank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If fcneivgteil address the Now Merictu Printing Company, banfi Fe. Ne.? Mexico

Why Import Mineral Water ?
if

New Mexican
bring results.

want

ads.

JULIUS MURALTER

always

EXCURSION

FARES

LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO;

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND

Au?. 29, 30,

--

V

31 ;

Sept. I, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6.

$67.50
Return limit Oct.

Re- -

12, 1912

Pullman and Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.
For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Agent- -

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
.

vice-presl- -'

31, 1912.

LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
PRIVILEGES
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA

SANTA FE, N. M.

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his
Orders taken for Ladies'

or SEATTLE,

3.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

The Tailor

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

one way via

Dates of sale, April 27, 28, 29, 30, and May I, 2 and
turn limit, June 27, 1912.
June 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18, 19, 23. Return limit Au$r.

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK M. JONES, Cap:tM
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

Or. Phone No. Red 76

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Prom

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at A.11 Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order fOc. a dlsa,

Mew York Chop Suey 58c.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercal men to take In
the surrounding ofcns. Wire E'.nbudo
Station.

Will clean, press, repair

IN

CALIFORNIA, OREGON
WASHINGTON.

C

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

Phone Black

e

TO POINTS

.

'sVi

ti,.

1

.

fvTt V

Skippng the Bad Places.

one-th- ird

FIRST-CLAS-

'

I

mmanar

Amer-Vega-

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j

i)

Mm

six-ye-

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

fi

MIJ

rt

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100

i

14.

$1.-00-

R. J. CRICHTON

COAL

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

32--

Phone Black

3

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their life isn't spent in a repair shop. They're

1

WINTER

you've known

?ars

i

Roy Bell's Case

Settled.
Justice Current last Saturday settled the case of Roy Bell, the young
man who was charged with shooting
two little boys at Flora Vista., San
Juan county. Henry Robertson, who

a ihp.

EconomyGrocery

Methodist

FOR THIS WEEK ONLY

Episcopal Church

Butter, 25c. and 35c. General Conference,
Minn.

and Gents' Custom Bacon, 2 lbs. for 25c.
Made Suits, Overcoats, Breakfast Bacon, Best
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Grade. 20c. lb.
Light House Cleaner,
6 bars for 25c.
Blueing, per bottle, 5c.

Write
101 Washington Avenue.
iree
expectant moth'
ers which contains much valuable
Phone Black 223.
information, and many suggestions ol
a helpful nature.
Goods Called for and Delivered
UADFIELD REGUUT01 CO., Adult, G. ,

Four Phones and Five Wagons.

J.

H. BLAIN,

Jr., Proprietor

Cor. Burrow Alley and San Francisco

St

Minneapolis,
MAYIst-31s- t

ROUND TRIP RATE FROM

SANTA FE, N. M.

$52.45
Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
May 1, 8, 15 and 22.
Return Limit, June 15, 1912.
H.S.LITZ, Agt.,

SANTA FE,

New Mexican Want
results every time.

Ads

N.M.
brings

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE.
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FORMER NEW MEXICO
LEGISLATOR BADLY HURT.

DOCTORS ADVISE

and Mrs. Alexander
Railroad Wreck in Colorado Where
They Now Live.

Bowie in

Mr.

According

here by

io

a message

H. S. Clancy

OPERATIONS

received

from Alex.

Saved by Lydia E. Pinkham's

Ho

both Mr.
wie, of Bowie, Colorado,
Vegetable Compound.
Bowie and his wife were seriously injured in a wreck that occurred while
" For fifteen
Penn.
Swarthmore,
they were enroute to Santa Fe a few
suffered untold agony, and for
I
years
days ago. The message was sent to
one period ot nearly
John Stewart of Albuquerque, a
two years I had hembrother-in-laof Mr. Bowie, and was
orrhages and the
telephoned to Mr. Clancy here bedoctors told me I
cause the wire failed to reach Mr.
would have to unStewart. The date of the original
dergo an operation,
was April 22. Briefly it states
but I began taking
that the injuries wej-- of so serious
Lydia E. Pinkham's
a nature that the journey was abanVegetable Compound and am in
doned. Mr. Bowie was a former memgood health now. I
ber of the New Mexico legislature and
am all' over the
at
for many years a coal operator
Change of Life and
Gallup, MeKinley county, and was
well known over the state. For some cannot praise your Vegetable Compound
take it at
years he has been the manager of too highly. Every woman should
both old
to
recommend
I
it
time.
that
coal pits in Bowie, his present home.
and young for female troubles." Mrs.
Emily Summersgill, Swarthmore, Pa.
WOOL MARKET PRICES ARE
Baltimore, Md. "My troubles began
PRACTICALLY UNCHANGED.
with the loss of a child, and I had hemfor four months. The doctor.",
With Textile Strikes Over the Coun. orrhages
said an operation was necessary, but I
try Settled Mills Are Running
dreaded it and decided to try Lydia E.
Full Capacity.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. The
medicine has made me a well woman and
to
Leased
New
Wire
Mexican) I feel
(By Special
strong and do my own work."
Boston, Mass., April 23 The wool Mrs. J. R. Picking, 1200 Sargeant St,
market for the last week has been full Baltimore, Md.
with sales mostly confined to miscelSince we guarantee that all testimolaneous lots of domestic wool and nials which we publish are genuine, is it
some foreign crossbreds. I'rices are not fair to suppose that if Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has the virpractically unchanged. Buying of
wools in the west is somewhat tue to help these women it will help any
heavier. With the textile strikes other woman who is suffering in a like
throughout the country mostly settled manner ?
mills are in operation at better capa
If yon want special advice wife to
city than for many months. The goods Lydia . Piukham Medicine Co. (confmarket is firm and most of the mills idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
have advanced prices for standard be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held iu strict conlidenue.
goods from 5 to 10c a yard.
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STARTING, SATURDAY,

Any Suit in the House
Cut. Fit and Made to
Your Measure

new-shor-

STANDS FOR

ONLY

Politics and Politicians

Quality
Your Prescriptions
R eceive Most
Careful Attention.

Chaves County Democrats.
Taos Democrats.
The Chaves County Democratic conThe Democrats of Taos county will
meet at Taos on May fi to choose dele- vention which met at Roswell on Saturday to select delegates to the Clogates to the Clovis convention.
vis convention, instructed for .1. 1.
Hinkle, in preference to .lohn W. Poe,
Republican Executive Committee.
for delegate to the national conventhe
of
Another meeting
Republican tion and also instructed for the candistate executive committee is slated dacy of Cham)) Clark for the presifor this evening at which the general
dency. A determined fight was put up
party welfare, appointments and the by the minority to turn down the slate
legislative situation are to be discuss- of the bosses and the gang but it was
ed.
unsuccessful and the following delen
gates and alternates were chosen; J.
Postmaster at Las Cruces.
F. Hinkle, L. K.
McCaffey. James
Vincent B. May is prominently men- Williamson, B. H. Wixunt, F. I.. Mehl- tioned as probable successor of Tho- ihop, .1. A. Richardson, .1. V. Poe, C. L.
mas Braniean as postmaster at Las Ballard, J. S. Lea, Dr. W. T. Joyner,
Ed. S. Seay, R. M Parsons, J. C. Peck.
Cruces.
V. M. Atkinson. J. V. Siockard, B. H.
John Pflueger for Postmaster.
Marsh, Lucius Hills, G. A. Richardson,
The County Republican Central Com- R IX Bell and J. I). Mell, Alternates:
mittee met last evening and recom- ,Dr. C. F. Montgomery, R. H. Davissnn,
mended John Pflueger for postmaster E. H. Howell, A. Durand, M. H. Elfird.
at Santa Fe. Mr. Pflueger, is not only W. B. Scott, J. J. Jaffa, M. V. Finley,
a competent businessman but he has W. S. Polsgrove, Dr. R. L. Bradley,
been a hard worker for Republican C. C. Hill, Guy H. Herbert, W. V. Phil-- i
success for many years. He has also lips, Bud Cooley, J. P. White, J. C.
had nnstoflice experience for he was Champion, J. H. McCain. R. D. Bow- postmaster at Lamy for several years ers, C. C. Tannehill, Forest Levers.

Value, $45, $40 and $30,

NOW $20.
CAPITAL TAILORS
East Side of Plaza, Next Door to First Nat. Bank Bldg.
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Quarter of a Century Ago.
mountains to Santa Fe and across the
(From the New Mexican of Saturday
The
cliff dwelling region to Gallup.
evening, April 23, 1SS7.)
Hon. H. L. Waldo has returned from Rock Island will build at once through
White Oaks and Socorro to San Diego.
a trip to the east.
The Santa Fe Lodge of Knights ot The Santa Fs will also be extended to
Pythias will celebrate their anniver-to white Oaks and the narrow gauge
ne 0f the Rio Grande on its way to
sary on May 7 with an excursion
El Paso and Mexico will also strike
Glorieta and the upper Pecos.
G. W. Hickox yesterday purchased white Oaks.
from Judge Thornton the watcn wnicn
Editortal.
Rillv the Kid. the noted desperado,!
wore at the time he was killed.
The New York Tribune shows that
Miss Mnrldern and an excellent com the federal offices in New York state
pany presented Caprice to a crowded have been filled with a view to secure
a second term for Cleveland, and that
house at Catron's ball.
in conse
A number of wealthy philanthro- he will be renominated
a century
of
a
For
quarter
have
east
organized
in
the
forjciuence.
pists
the purpose of establishing a national now this thing has been done by
for tuberculosis in Santa ery president; and the only one who
Fe. Dr. E. W. Meany is working hard has succeeedd in getting a second
o
to secure tne lnsuiuuon iur una u.j.ierm
nttiucm umui. in u. ......
f
..
,
, ..
in
but also here
- New York
i
une uonar win uuj at iao-ca
similar
being
Mexico
New
plan
is
store, 13 pounds of granulated sugar;
10 pounds of cut loat sugar; iu pounus
from New Mexico will be of
of pulverized sugar: 14 pounds New, Bates
some consequence.
Call
assorted
4
cans
Orleans sugar;
fornia fruit; 7 cans of vegetaDies; n
Issued. MarLicenses
Marriage
cans eastern canned fruit; 5 pounds
Rio coffee; 4 packages Arbuckle's cof- - riage licenses were issued yesterday
fee; 4 cans lunch tongue; 14 pounus sit Alhnnuern ip to Marv Reed and
Samuel H. Ridgway of Albuquerque;
of rice.
"Minnie Summers, aged 19, placed 10 Qra May Peterson and George Wal- ItOUeriSUIl UL Aiuuijurique, au iu
vat poison in me toncc en.
Vegas home of Mr. and Mrs. Rogers, Guadalupe Gonzales and Manuel Zftyny,nAxr AiA Uttt IinniP is in 1n.il. and mora of Los Griegos.
the local naoer announces that the
good people of Las Vegas have taken
compassion on the girl and win en
deavor to find her a home in tanta ConsumptionOftenDevelops
Fe. Deucedly clever set of people tnai
From PneimiGiiia
over the range."
tlinsp who
Consuiiipiion remlily attiii-kcoloIihiI
tacve
of
M;ui.v suil'iirs
l'licumoiiln.
agricultural
Representatives
a liKinry "f
fi'inn
and
nies from Kansas, Nebraska,
hml I'lK'uiiinniii. Tin- hum" iliui
arc mini? easily attakcil
ly the
Massachusetts are now in correspondrh;tr I'jmsi' ' iinsiihipu' I.
ence with Secretary Burnett, of the norms
For nil those with "wf.if,
npiinimiia.
The secretary
tliosi" who havp hi'..
Bureau of Immigration.
Ei'kmnn's Alterative in the ' aiii'ruprlatc
states that the inquiries tor informa reaM'-l4'ures of ('imipiuiimi i 'n hit action are pouring in from every quar- complished bv ncUman's IsAlterative. Milli"
no wisdom
There
It a time.
ter. He sends out from 25 to SO take
waitlni; until Tuherei:iosls Is esl.il.hsheil.
fully valued until folcopies of "New Mexico" and the map Health Is never
comes. A renin rkalile
each week.
lows:
:' N. list St.. I'liila.. I'u.
Mexiro
New
that
are
chances
The
i;c'i'!emrn: I wish I had known ot
two years njto.
Alterative
Eikman's
the
at
will not have a representative
Sir.ee takins; it. followll'u' a laid attark ol
t
have Knitted
Annapolis Naval Academy for the next Pneumonia.
iliaiiK-filpot. nils, ami I eannot hut lie veryt
two years. Young Mr. Martyn, of Silfor ihe
vott anil the Almighty
ver City, passed the mental examina- greatto lilesiit( ami chance
of health It
tne."
tion but failed of physical qualifica(Sbtted Atiiilavlt) Tllv. Ab Ul.ll.IA.
tions.
Douglas Harroun will repreAlterative is effective ia Ilfon
Point
eltitis Asthma, liny Kever; Throat ami
sent the territory at the West
i l.niiK
Trouliles. anil In uplmililini! the
.,
military academy.
noes 1101 ntllttnu j
svHtein.
dniw- Ak for IiookIcI
The terminus of the Santa Fe's Kio- or
to
la knian
anil
write
eases
cured
eviwa branch has been finally located at of
Laboratory, l'hilnilelnhln. I'n., for more
Tecolote instead of Sulzbacher, and dence "or le , v a'1 leadlne 1'"irKlU auil
from there will strike across the by Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.
j
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Oxfords

of

and

THE SPICY
YOUNG DRESSER

far-of-

U

THE REXALL STORE,

m lL

Shoes to please every
foot that comes to us,
better than can be
found at most stores.

,

FSsdfaes?

APRIL 20.

Expert Shoe

Service.

can find his High Toe
Oxfords and Shoes, or
the newRecedingToes
with low, flat heels.
Every detail of snappy
shoe making honored

to the limit.

THE BUSINESS MAN SESTSF.
COMTING, GOOD LOOKING, BROAD-TREAFORTABLE SHOES AND OXFORDS, made
from choice leathers and built to please him by
D,

expert makers.

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00

1

Same Shoe prices you've seen quoted many times, but they
stand for better values here than elsewhere.

pokn

ffflueger

See
Our
Windo
Display

rpk SANTA
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
FRANK P. STURGES
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Vice President.
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasurerGeneral Manager.

1
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NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N. M

J. F. RHOADS

lie Switzerland or A
"...

WOOD WORKER
Manufacturer of
J

,

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,
Screen Windows, :: Screen
SHOW CASES.

104Galesteo Street
SANTA FE, N. M
157 W. ::

Telephone

.;

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week by carrier
iaUy, pe month, by carrier.
65
llailv npr month, hv mail
7.00
bally) per year, by mail

Daily, six oirnths, by mail
weekly, six nronths
Weekly, ier year.
Weekly, per quarter.

EGGS FOR HATCHING

$3.50
1.00

S. C. White Leghorns,

13
Eggs,
Barred Plymouth Rocks, 13 "
Fancy Fresh Table Eggs, doz.

2.00
.50

W.LINDHARDT,

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressiTe people of the Southwest.

Doo

A BOUQUET FOR NEW MEXICO.

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES

125

$1.00
1.00

.40

Palace Ave.

mick of Chicago, a Roosevelt supporter: Ralph Cole, former Congressman
from Ohio, who is devoted to the inter
ests of President Taft, and with Governor Hiram Johnson, a Roosevelt de
votee, on the ground, indications are
that things political will seethe this
week. Direct primaries will be held

stay in
John H. Trevett, of the Trevett-Matti- s
Banking Co., Champaign, Ills., returned home last Wednesday after a
New Mexico, and, in writing, a friend says,"lt takes ere with far more descriptive powers than mine to describe the natural beauty
of Valley Ranch. The ideal climate, the many points of interest within riding and driving distance, the many healthful outdoor sports,
such as hunting, fishing, riding, etc., make it the ideal mountain resort. Or,e month at Valley Ranch will add years to the life of any
office man." Among the guests at Valley Ranch are Mr. and Mrs. Godchaux, Jr., of New Orleans. Mr. Billard, son of Mayor Billard of
Topeka. Kas., also candidate for Governor cf Kansas, is spending a few days at Valley Ranch visiting points of interest, among them in California, May 14.
the Battlefield of Glorieta, where his uncle, Corporal Billard, was killed. W. H.Sprirger, of ths Chas. Ilfeld Co., accompanied by H. Senator LaFollette has announced
L. Lorenzen, mo'ored over from Las Vegas to the Valley Ranch for dinner Sunday. They reported the roads in excellent condition and that he will not indulge in "personalities.'' As yet he is the only one of
pronounced the trip an ideal one.
six-wee- ks'

That harmony,
SWEET SINGERS OF NEW MEXICO.
There is joy in the editorial sanc- That thread that thrills thru alL and
all (loth bind
tum when among the volume of dross
In unity,
the political speakers here to make
that is poured into it daily, there
LaFollette will open
flashes a gem. That this does not Then were I far more sightless far ATTORNEY
of his opinion that "those who received such a promise.
for
the
REPUBLICANS
GET
TOGETHER.
OFFICE.
passage
GENERAL'S
Congress
asking
more blind
happen any too often, can be proved
a suiliclent number of his campaign in California Thursday
from
the
No.
5382.
the
Bill
General
Senate
The
party
Employers'
of
report
Attorney
Than they can be.
Governor Johnson is alby the dreary, dull average of magavotes to elect them as delegates and at Fresno.
rom rase One.)
Frank W. Clancy to Governor McDon(Continued
Liability Act. .
entour
for Colonel Roosevelt.
zine pages and newspaper issues. But
ready
afon
who
were
2
the
ticket
m.
to
to
p.
representatives
Wednesday
Adjourned
The Xew Mexican fcas from time to ald, just published, calls attention
D. Cole will address a Taft
nnce in a while there occurs what hap- Ralph
of
or
in
either
the
Taft LaFollette, are,
ter the Ways and Means .Committee
verses from the pen some of the needs of that office, which mittee on roads.
v,pnPH in the flitnrial office of the New time published
here tonight, supported by a
the legislature should provide for. The
Petitions signed by 14,000 residents had called a meeting for 9:30 a. m. to- proportional representation theory, in meeting
number of local Taft enthusiasts and
Mexican yesterday, the receipt of a of Mrs. Josephine Foster of Las
condi-date- s
bound
to
vote
for
those
for
duty
of
business
the
of
Committee
that
and
several
Taos
the
the
other
Santa
morrow,
proves
Fe,
report
Judiciary
that is out of the ordinary,! ces, the talented editress of the Rio office has grown to a large volume the
whom they declared to be peo he is expected to throw down the
They ask 10 a. m., and other commiitee meetcounties, were presented.
a manuscript that immediately fixes Urande Republican. Many clipped the
on
'
the ballot they would represent gauntlet to Medill McCormick.
of
announced.
because
ple
and
also
been
that
for the submission of a prohibition ings had
past few years
the attention, that is read with following apothegm of hers that
in
the
convention."
national
statehood with many legal questions amendment to the constitution.
even at the busiest hour peared recently:
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
San Francisco, Calif., April 23 Na
new
and
POT
under
POLITICAL
constitution
the
counarising
A
petition from Logan, Quay
of the day. And it is such a manu-- j
tional
in
the paper 'hat boosts all
California
near
are
Mexican,
still
necessitatFURIOUSLY.
it
be
BOILS
politics
will
laws,
greater,
of failure grows purpose,
ty, protested against the creation of a
script, a little sheaf of songs, that
the boiling point. With the arrival of of the time and works for the
uping more office help and more conven-- . new county out of portions of Union
(Continued rrom rage One)
And out of ,he purpose Power
snirod this tutorial.
Senator LaFollette,
Madill McCor- - building of our new State.
And the wreckage at which we won- ient quarters. The outsider scarcely and Quay counties.
Xew Mexko has not been neglected!
nas an adequate ioea oi me researcn, Cnairnian Bul.g ot the Wayg and er Senator Albert B. Cummins' ad
dered,
by authors, great and humble. New
necessary in preparing the nianyMeana Conlmitte(, reported favorably herents were planning a surprise for
Is the root of a splendid flower.
a
in
shelves
MeKicana, will fill many
briefs for the supreme court, or in Hous Bil, Nrf
re. the Taft forces in the Republican state!
and a favorable
;
. .
.
.
i
ht, rf
.......Ut
library and if thereto be added the
was the
uu ii
muuiiiitu
"'
amendments-waon convention here tomorrow
iiu.uu
jjatBuiB
made
with
port
a
verse
from
Or
the
late
following
dele-- i
stories, songs and poems that have
Ificials of all kinds as well as by pri-- House Bill No. 33, alluded to above.
the
among
question
paramount
heen inspired by Xew Mexico's sky, poem, which seems especially appro- vate citizens, nor of the large mass of.
of
attitude
The
eariy
today.
gates
Chairman Chaves made a majority
sunshine, plains and mountains, the priate here:
John H. Briar, Cummins' Iowa cam-- :
correspondence that is handled daily.
fiill
on
House
No.
55,
offering
report
be
to
number of shelves would have
Fortunately, New Mexico, in Attorney several amendments. Blanchard made paign manager, gave cause for uncer- doubled. How Ben Hur was written So soft we sing our little songs,
General Frank W. Clancy, and his
even among Taft's friends. He
in
world
The
scarcely assistant H. S. Clancy, possesses le-- : a minority Teport, extending the pro- tainty,
passing
in the Palace of the Governors, is an
to be able to control the con- claimed
measure
visions of the
knows.
beyond state
oft repeated story. Emerson Hough's
advisers of much experience and
but declined to divulge the
vention,
gal
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
cadetships to the Military Institute,
fondness for New Mexico scenes and The pain or passion of our wrongs
of his support, merely stating
great ability. The report as published so as to include state scholarships to
our
rose.
ot
ine
pertume
color have made him a favorite in
to
sufficient
be
contains in full the more important, all the state
would
IN
there
MEXICO.
institutions, giving state turn the convention to thedelegates
the Southwest. Across the border, in
of a general interest, renderIowa Sena-- ,
opinions
the
From
governGallup, the Carbon City, ed by the Attorney
General's office. senators, representatives,
more
Arizona, Sharlott Hall has written
was
or and lieutenant governor each tor. Taft's Iowa manager,
comes a voice, serene, melodious. Her
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
strong, virile literature that will live
This will make it a very welcome pub- the
insistent than ever that he and his
one
to
perin
first
the
"Adios,"
song:
right
designate
published
Charles
as well as the earlier tales of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
lication in the office of every attorney
Chaves friends would organize the convention,:
Albuquerque Herald, has the lilt of a land official for next to a court deci son for such a scholarship.
F. Lummis which he wrote in
estihis
of
to
even
the
extent
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
raising
explained that the bill relates only to
Bandelier's Delightmakers is meadow lark as it closes:
mate to 85 majority.
sion, the opinion of the attorney gen- the
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
Blanchard
and
Institute,
eral is an official interpretation of the that Military
deserving of a new edition, such as is Yet sweeter
The action of former President
is in the
the
amendment
than
all
those
of
minority
far
names
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
of
overruled.
it.
for
The
until
law that is accepted
galaxy
planned
interest of economy. Llewellyn said Roosevelt in relieving three county
in the Xew Mexico literary hall 0f Is Pentle. Spams adios!
This also reminds that many lawyers
exliberal terms as are given by any
is
from
supporting him,
oreames a messing as we part
"""- """'" "l "7 delegates
fame is a long one and includes novel-jand a number of laymen have lately
in
to
an
part
play
pected
important
not
if
mstiof
And caches straight into the heart.
the
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on congrandest
called attention to the desirability ot fgrandests, New
ists,
historians, essayists,, poets,
tutions in
Mexico, which is the the organization of the convention.
Stronsr verse such as has heen writ-- it s line tne periume oi a rose
down
handed
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
by
the
opinions
printing
Salem, Ore., April 23. An informal
of every citizen and he thereten in late years by Henry Warnock,jTne Sentle' Spanish, soft adios.
district judges. Every practicing law- pride
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
on
the
primary
Republican
fore opposed the
amendment. opinion
by Captain Jack Crawford, E. Mc-- j
yer admits that it would be a great Mullens, Young minority
' and
last
Attorney
by
expressed
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistFriday,
others
spoke
Queen Gray and others demonstrates! In her "The Sleeping Pueblo,' she: help to him to know how a district
General A. M. Crawford holds that
ent with sound banking.
that the muse is wooed even among reminds of Omar Khayyam, as she judge may have ruled before on a against the minority report and
to
Clancy and others in its favor. A mo- Theodore Roosevelt is not entitled
the rugged peaks and the stern mesas sings:
point that he has under consideration, tion to table the minority report was the vote of the full Oregon delegation
OFFICERS.
of this
land.
and it would often save time and
lost 13 to 31 votes. On motion 0f to the national convention. Mr. Craw
""
'
. But it is
r, tirj. hfiforo him tVio nnin- "
R. J. PALEN, President.
particularly to a number To sit him down before 'his humble
E READ. Cashier. ' '
under
as
ford
is
quoted
saying that
ns the bill was recommitted to
of sweet singers who in the past few
fire,
ions and rulings of the district judges
it
the Oregon law, as he construes it,
L. A. HUGHES,
F. IttcKANE, Assistant Cashier.
And sup from earthen bowl the and even of the district attorneys in the. Committee on. Finance
years and months have contributed
- is not incumbent
upon all delegates to
0111s were
me
liuroauluuuwnig
meat
and
to
as
and
corn,
sustained
in
as
the
well
own
the
with
note,
his
freely
neighboring. ced:
t
support a certain candidate unless that
couch districts.
newspapers of New Mexico, that the Thus on his narrow sheep-skicandidate received a majority of his
BaBill
House
No.
122,
by
Speaker
retire
New Mexican refers. Their measures j
ON
votos Where it is a
child-likca, an act appropriating the sum of party's primary
To care-freslumber till
are worthy of a larger audience, they
The New Mexica nis authorized to
of a plurality only, as was
question
' construction of
for
a
the
$25,000
the dawn.
breathe a note of culture in a new
holds
announce that Geo. W. Armijo, clerk
across the Rio Grande the case last Friday, the opinionto vote
land, of the subUer feelings, of gentle-are bound
of the State Corporation Commission, wagon bridgeof
- that the delegates
Ildeto
San
the
of
town
the
west
a
Like
benediction
a
after
ness and high ideals.
j
weary, hnc rlorlmprt in
the nostmasfor the candidate they represented upHow appropriate this week, for in-day, comes the poem: tership at Santa Fe. The New Mexi-- ! fonson the primary ballots.
i
stance, during which is celebrated the "Poor Tired Heart," by Letitia S. can has seen telegraphic assurances. House Bill No. 12:5, by Speaker
Calling attention to the fact that in
hundredth anniversary of the Sisters T'lrich of Carrizozo, and strengthens
an
B.
to
school
act
to
enable
districts
U. S. Senator Thomas
Catron, ca,
this state each voter is permitted
of Ijoretto, this little gem from the the query: "Who wouldn't write like in which Mr. Catron promises his sup- - to borrow money for the purpose of vote for but one
Attorney
delegate.
of
these?"
L.
of
Skeen
Ruth
poems
Artesia,
to Mr. Armijo for the place, and erecting and furnishing school build- - General Crawford said
port
and to the receipt of which reference
also knows that the State Central jngs and purchasing school grounds.
"This is apparently a pure and
Poor tired heart, be brave and strong!
is made above:
would have followed thei House Bill No. 121, by Speaker Ba- - 'pie effort to secure proportional
The plan of life cannot be wrong!
In the Convent.
of the County Cen-can act fixing the time for holding resentation.''
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
When he who marks the sparrow's tral Committee in endorsing Mr. Ar-- j
In light of this fact, he said it was
the terms of district court of the First
Down these cloisters dim and sweet,
fall
mijo for the plaoe, which the latter ju(ijcial District, at Santa Fe, the first
Hear the tread of childish feet;
Sends sunshine, flowers for us all.
for personal as well as political iea - Monday in jIarcn and seCond Monday
Happy faces, young and pure,
-has seen fit to decline.
sons
NO REASON FOR DOUBT
Gaze at you from every door;
hi September, at Aztec, first Monday
NEW MEXICO'S GAIN.
Here the Sisters teach and bless,
in April and second Monday in Oc-- !
,
.
.
...
This enchanting loveliness;
wun spinai meningitis at Tl Trto.' .
and at Tierra Amanita,
the a Statement of Facts Backed by: a
It is quite a victory for New Mexico
with
scarlet
All their acts serene and still,
Colorado
in
towns,
first Monday of June and third MonStrong Guarantee.
Good Roads enthusiasts to have se- and
fever and other contagious diseases day of November.
Tempered to the Holy will;
We guarantee complete relief to all
of the Santa Fe
cured
the
recognition
in almost every part of the
Bending to their little brood.
House Bill No. 125. by Speaker Ba-- : sufferers from constipation, or, in evGENERAL AGENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Trail as a part and parcel of the reported
Faces full of motherhood;
Southwest, the health authorities of ca, to regulate the business of ab-- : ery case where we fail, we will supply a
should
Highway. It
Santa Fe should be active in taking stracting.
Through the door the soft spring
the medicine free.
mean that by 1915, the State will have
breeze
every legal measure to prevent any
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, effecHouse Bill No. 12G, by Speaker Ba-- I
beScenic
the
completed
in
a
Highway
foothold
of
Stirs this place
epidemic from getting
sanctities;
an act to amend Section 2;!28, tive, dependable, and safe bowel reguca,,
tween
Las
and
Vegas
Albuquerque. the Capital City. The city authorities
Makes a faithful candle flare,
Compiled Laws 1897, relating to con-- I lator, strengthener, and tonic. They
Where a young man kneeis at prayer, The Denver and Rio Grande Railroad should insist on the greatest cleanli- demnation
proceedings for mine tram- - aim to reestablish nature's functions
is at present distributing
With abandon most complete,
beautifully ness, should inspect and scrutinize
!in a quiet, easy way. They do not
AND
ways.
At the blessed Mother's feet.
printed and illustrated folders by the
nail- yards that might hide
Bill
No. 127, by Carter, an cause inconvenience, griping, or
House
should
and
Scenic
a
breed
thousands, illustrating
High- filth and
contagion,
e5' are 80 Peasant to tahe ana
act creating a normal school at Por- - seaAll is calm and peaceful here; !,"
way in Colorado that is not one tenth in case that contagious disease is re-- !
work so easily that they may be taken
taes
as attractive as the New
Mexico ported, use every means that law and
This celestial atmosphere,
Limy
House Bill No. 128, "by Speaker Ba- Dy any one at any time.
Now Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Scenic Highway, and yet, which draws modern science have placed at their
Quiet as eternity,
tone up the whole system to
ca an act providing for the improveWooes but sun and bird and bee,.
thousands of tourists and millions of disposal, to prevent its sprend.
activity.
healthy
ment of the streets of Santa Fe
by
dollars to Colorado that otherwise
Davnll Arrtorliis nrp linmirllfl Ssabl-fThough the world lies close about,
The only GCOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
n
'al,r- To Committee on ;and ,dea or fte ugg of .hnireii. M
Ros-All its interests are shut out;
would have passed this way instead of
According to the Democratic
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
county w'i.vs and Means.
Nothing of its ways intrude,
through Colorado. Automobile travel well Record, the Democratic
focSi and deijcate persons. We cannot
Ho"se Bill No. 129, by Vargas, to t0J hiehly recommend them to all suf-On this Eden solitude;
has this advantage over railroad tra- convention at Roswell on Saturday
Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
And its happenings almost seem,
form 0 constipation Large Sample
vel, that it leaves money in the states was far from being a harmonious compel rainoaas to maintain agents erer trom any
.
i
staall
at
and
in
dim
a dream.
Like
The attemnt to dislodge:
telegraph operators
pictures
through which it passes. A railroad invpfnt
and Its attendant evns.
inree sizes,
Heaven is here the Holy Spouse
passenger pays his fere at the starting the Democratic bosses and gang who tions. Vargas made a lengthy address 10c, 25c, and 50c. Remember, you"
Occupies his earthly house.
can obtain Rexall Remedies in this
point; the dining cars take on their are ruling with high hand, however, in introducing the bill, alluding
according to the Record, and cially to the hardship imposed by the community only at our store Thesupplies at established ware houses at
In a similar strain
is "Sister the termini of the
the travel- the party is practically split in twain, Denver and Rio Grande abandoning Rexall Store.' The Fischer Drug Co.;
railroad,
Claire" published in another column, er is whisked through the
the Republi-!it- s
station at Velarde. To Commit - 232 San Francisco St.
intervening a fact which should give
and "Our Lady's Month," "The
their
to
increase
an
tee
on Railroads.
cans
opportunity
country withoit getting the opportuand "The Rose," all written
House Bill No. 130, by Casados, proto buy or to barter. It is dif- party vote next November.
nity
&
Meals
for the New Mexican and to be pubviding for the malntenace of roads,
ferent with the automobile tourist.
lished shortly.
CommitTo
and
COMPELS
GOVERNMENT
highways
&
bridges.
Hot
in
he
Cold
as
Batbs.
He
Furnished
Electric
rooms
connection.
goes along.
buys each day
Lights
Or, have you ever read anything
RETURN OF COAL LANDS. tee on Roads.
dicthat sounds greater depths in a gent- He lingers wherever his fancynot in- an
No.
Bill
G.
House
LUPE
222San Francisco Street
131, by Labadie,
HERRERA, Prop
::
::
ler way, than the following by Mae tates and if heso himself does
to New Mexlcnr.
election act. To Committee on Ways
he see;
many things worth (By Special Leased Wire
23
DenPeregrine of Alainogordo, inspired by vest,
Colo., April 23 The
and Means.
Tuesday Night, April
uu"s. 11that18 he xei.H uuie.s verDenver,
the playing of the orchestra of theiw""
& Rio Grande railroad system
House Bill No. 132, by Labadie, by
estimated that
blind students at the State Institute abol,t them8:30 O'clock.
to the federal government
an act providing for the refor the Blind, and first published in!eacn automobile party spends at least title to coal lands in this state valued request,
vemotor
of
and
a
regulation
me
gistration
ten
in
aay
ooiiars
coivntry at
the Alamogordo News:
$1,755,750, held by its subsidiaries, hicles.
through which it passes, it takes
the I'tah Fuel and the Calumet Fuel
House Bill No. 133, by Llewellyn,
No gleams of color pierce their dark from four to ten days to cross this
The return of the lands, providing for the revision of the prostate, and ten thousand automobiles Companies. ends a suit
ness thru.
by the federal
8,465 acres,
We call them blind.
traveling through would leave at least government based on allegations of bate laws. To Committee on Judilis-ciary.
j half a, million dollars for their
But what sweet harmonies we
daily fraudulent entrymen.
AN NOVATION
THE DUPLEX IDEA
House Bill No. 134, by Speaker Baten to!
expenses alone, not to speak of the
ca, creating a state institution for the
If I could find
stream of homeseekers, investors, caA very atA combination of Life and Accident Insurance.
Such music in the darkness, as they pitalists, who would inevitably follow THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS. relief and support of the indigent. To
the
contract
tractive
written
by
'
Committee on Ways and Means.
in their wake eventually.
do,
RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF PITTSBURG, PA.',
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
I would not mind.
After a parliamentary debate, a
,
Feverish-nessHouse Resolution by Chaves, to safeChildren, a Certain relief for
wherein a person buying a Reliance Life Policy can buy at the same time
House Bill No. 81, if put upon its
I would not mind a whole long life of
Headache, Bad Stomach, Teetn-in- guard against tne railroading of
Accident Policy for about twenty-fivan
per cent, less than accident
so
amended
be
that
should
passage,
and bills through the House,
Disorders, move and regulate the
night,
sell
to
afford
them'
can
separately.
to
companies
L could not be construed
prohibit Bowels and Destroy Worms. They was passed 44 to 2 votes. Under it,
Lit by that star
IT IS A FACT
IS
NOT
A
or
Toller
steam
THIS
THEORY
a
of
road
the
owning
on
24
must
lie
hours. They are every bill and resolution
break up colds in
Whose shining is a symphony of light!
road
or
in
tools
used
road
grader,
so pleasant to the taste Children like the Speaker's table for 24 hours after
We will be pleased to go over The Duplex Idea with you.
Where shadows are.
& $1.00
Santa Fe county only re- them.
would be a beacon
Over
10,000
testimonials. report from Committee, and must Prices...5flc,
That music-ra21 Capital
city
cently invested in these and a law Used by Mothers for 22 years. They appear on the Calendar unless
the
Genera Afents, I
Bank Building,
bright
SANTA FE,
that would deprive it of this machi- never fall. : Sold by all Druggists; 25c. rules are suspended by
s
maTo lead me far.
Co'
Ins.
Reliance
M.
N.
Reserved Seats on Sole at Fischer's Drug
nery and implements, would certainly Sample mailed FREE. Address, Al- jority.
(
Store, Monday, April a.
Nichols Introduced a Memorial to
But It, with seeing eyes, I fail to find be unjust
len, S". Olmsted, Le Roy, N. T.
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our Muslin Underwear.

Easy
V

Parker, of Clovis, is a visitor
in the city and a guest at the Palace. tant strike.
P. Robinson was in Taos
. Arthur
Manuel Martinez, receiver of the
last week in the interest of the Yeo federal land office at Clayton, and L.
men.K. 'Gallegos, oMiarney,
wellknown
Attorney Charles R. Easley has re- Union County, political leader, are
turned from u business trip to I.as spending a few days in Santa Fe on
Cruces.
A brother of Mr. Gallegos
business.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kelly of AlbuX. F. Gallegos,' publisher of El Fenix
for postquerque are spending several days in at Clayton, is candidate
Santa Fe.
master at Clayton.
H.tt'. Roeder, of the Texas Oil ComMrs. W. Bayard Cutting, Miss Cutpany, is a visitor in the city from Al- ting. J. Bronson Cutting and Dr. S.
buquerque.
N Bishop will leave Santa Fe tomorH.3V. Crawford, a prominent busi row in a
special car over the A. T. and
nessman of Clovis, Curry county, is S F. for New York
City where they
a, visitor in the capital.
will be absent for two weeks.
W. II. Parker, the attorney of Forti
Guy C. Compton, chief dispatcher of
Sumner, is in the city in the interests
the Santa Fe at Raton is in the Capi- of the Sumner county bill.
Former Secretary of State Nathan tal and will appear before the legis- Jaffa of Roswell, is in the Capital on lative railroad committee on Thurs
day forenoon to protest against any
political and business matters.
I. Appel, a businessman
of East Las legislation to reduce railroad rates.
Vegas, departed for his home yesterday afternoon after transacting busi- STRGGLES WITH DEATH

Asst. Cashier

money for you.

us show you how.

n Quality

Qet

and Prices we are right.

i

JVade

only from good materials.

A "y

one can tell they are right.

Night

i

Gowns from

Be sure

i
i

$3.00.

name.

south side of Plaza.
Bros. Co.

Seligman

i

to

of the place.

Remember ihe

Qn

50c

Come one and all.
;

give us' a call.

Qnly

I SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY,
P. O. Box, 219.

:

Phone 36.
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160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
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OlLL in center of Old Glorieta Battle
Field. About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable, a
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once, a
Low price to cash purchaser.
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The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
Every Description.
Silverware, Cut Glass, Deco- rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.
Reliable

"H.

C. YONTZ,

SM!SM

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

66-7-

.
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ness here.
Manuel V. Vigil, district attorney at
in the Capital
Albuquerque, arrived
last evening and is a guest at the
Montezuma.
Judge Merritt C. Mecnem
was in Santa Fe yesterday attending a meeting of the Republican executive committee.
M. A. Gonzales, of Abiquiu, county
clerk of Rio Arriba county, arrived in
the city last evening and registered
at the Montezuma.
T. J. Ouilfoil, assistant traveling auditor, arrived in the capital last evening from Las Cruces and is registered at the Montezuma.
Nathan Jaffa, former secretary of
New Mexico, arrived in the city from
his home in Roswell yesterday afternoon. He is at the Palace.
E. Chacon, the attorney of Trinidad,
Colorado, formerly of New Mexico,
arrived in Santa Fe last evening and
is a guest at the Montezuma.
A. B. Stroup, the attorney at. Albufor
querque who was a candidate
state superintendent of public instruc
tion, left the city for his home last
evening.
Receiver E. II. Salazar of the Lani
Office at Fort Sumner,
Guadalupe
county, formerly publisher of El
at Las Vegas, is 3 visitor
in the capital.
Mrs. Wm. M. Berger is enjoying her
stay in her old home, Santa Fe, keenly
and is visiting among the many
dear and valued friends she there
Belen Tribune.
possesses.
Gaspar Ortiz, the ranchman of Ortiz,
Colorado, formerly of Santa Fe, left
the city yesterday for his home after
closing a deal for the sale of his ranch
in the Espanola valley.
David Martinez, Jr., county school
superintendent of Rio Arriba county,
arrived in the city from his home in
Velarde yesterday afternoon and registered at the Coronado.
M. R. Otero, the
register of the
United States land office at Santa Fe,
who has been here the past two weeks
recuperating alter a serious illness,
expects to return to Santa Fe tomorrow. Albuquerque Journal.
R. E. Twitchell, of Las Vegas, solicitor for the A., T. & S. F. railway,
and president of the New Mexico Good
Roads Association, arrived in the
city yesterday afternoon from Kansas
City, and will boost for good roads legislation.
Mrs. B. G. Randall returned Monday
evening from Florida where she has
been spending the winter in company
with Mr. Randall's father and mother.
She had an enjoyable time but was
pleased to return to old Taos. Taos

H.

S. KAUNE S CO.

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

Next Door to Postoffice

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

jssswaBLmssnwmu

w hy Wait?

BossPatent Flour
AND YOUR BREAD TROU

BLE

ARE OVER.

TAUPERT,

Flour quality varies according to wheat quality.
Poor wheat mean? poor
flour, poor flour means
poor bread. The gluten
in hard wheat is the element that makes the
bread raise. Hard wheat
is rich in gluten that's
why it's hard. The more

Dispensing Opticain,
E. LAS VEGAS,

Accurate

::

::

Work-Qu- ick

::

NEW MEXICO."

Returns

gluten the wheat contains the less flour you

!

have to use that's why
the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real economy, better results and
better treatment of your
digestive organs. :: ::

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
Just Received, a New Line of

,

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

'

Inspect Them.

B.TONNIES,

204 W. Palace Ave.

Fresh Oysters, Fish, poultry,

drapes, Uranfes,

Grape Fruit, Apples.
FRESH VEGETABLES DAILY

H.

S. KAUNE

OI

5

CO.

Vhere Prices are Lowest

for Safe Quality.

New Embroideries,

I

OUT

Beedinfs M Flouncings

trimmed
,
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W N RICHEST PROFUSION

LINDHAROT,

have just arrived and
j are now on display in ofa
very great variety
new patterns and prices.
These goods are bought di- rect irom rne importer at
the right prices, and we will
H

125 Palace Ave.

j

duce speed."
"Do you kno-of your own knowledge of orders being given to draw
the fires from the boilers?"
"No sir."
j
Pittman said the ship reversed its
engines immediately after striking the
berg and was brought to a standstill.
She remained practically stationary
until she went down. At this point
the witness was excused and lookout
Fleet called to the stand.
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great care and pains to
secure dependable

,;

New

LEGISLATURE IS
IN A DEADLOCK.

ARIZONA

Spring Wash Dresses and
Aprons.

All-Ov-

Though Both Houses and Governor
Are Democratic They Are Fighting
Like Dogs and Cats.

Phoenix. Arizona, April 2. With a
desire to facilitate the work of the
legislature by shutting off all but the
really necessary bills. Representative
PICTURED. Jacobs has introduced in the house
a resolution providing that after today
no new bills should be introduced ex(Continued from Page one)
s
cept permission be granted by a
his experience of 17 years on the seas.
vote of the legislature. But the
Replying to questions, the. witness said (house would have none of it and the
boat drills always
were held at j resolution was killed bv a large
and at Queenstown. The j0rity. whether this
action
drill at Southampton,
hej tcnds that some of the statesmen still
consisted
of
said,
lowering and lifting jl)ave w,t nu,asures whioh they desire
to see etweted into law, or whether
"Anything else done?"
acted
on general princi"No sir. The drill was to satisfy they cannot merely
be said. The bills now
the British Board of Trade. We low- ples
number about 250, and still they come.
ered the boats, sailed around the harThe day the Jacob's resolution was
bor and then returned to the ship."'
The witness said it was customary introduced a half dozen bills were
aboard ship tfl have boat and fire thrown into the senate hopper by one
drills every Sunday. In the South- legislator alone, Senator Wood of this
ampton drill, Pittman said that approx- county. The last count gave Wood a
imately eight men went in each boat. slight lead in the matter of proposed
legislation, though Senator Worsley,
Kept Special Lookout.
"Then only It! men participated in of Pima county, is a cloe second. It
this drill?" suggested Senator Smith. of Pima county, is a close second. It
oT Senator Worsley 's hills are of much
"Yes sir."
of
"Was there any fire drill on the Ti- greater length than the average
the Wood bills and that makes a diftanic after she left Southampton?"
ference.
"No sir, none."
The witness said the Titanic had
Session May be Extended.
been keeping a special lookout for ice
The
really significant thing about
on the fatal Sundav. He said it was
the introduction of so many bills at
this late day, however, is the fact that
"warned" ice was near.
The witness said he left his cabin it raises the question of an addition
the session beyond the constitutionabout 11:50 Sunday night just after
al provision for 00 days. Allowing
the collision.
about three weeks to get a bill
Little Impact From Collision.
"There was very little impact,'' he through both houses, and considering
said, "I was half asleep, and half the large number of measures that at
awake, and I wondered sleepily where this time have never gone beyond the
we were anchoring. I walked out on printing committee, it is evident that
deck after three or four minutes and there is little hope for getting through
saw nothing.
many of the bills introduced so late
"Then I returned, lighted my pipe, in the session should the term close
and dressed leisurely for it was
May IS as planned. And the present
for my watch. Just as I finished slate of feeling between the house
dressing, Mr. Boxhall came up and I and senate does not make for quick
asked him what was the matter. He legislative Action.
said: We have struck an iceberg.' I
Cobb is Confirmed.
went on deck again and met Sixth OfThe senate has, after all, confirmed
ficer Moody. I asked him if he had seen the
appointment of Lamar Cobb as
the iceberg and he said: 'Xo, but state engineer. The discussion over
there was ice on his desk." To satis- abolishing the office, however, conti
fy myself, I went forward and saw ice. nues, and the result of all the other
"Then I walked back and saw a is
problematical.
flock of firemen coming up. I asked
Temperance Measures.
what was the matter. They said:
Wrhile the temperance people, and
'There's water in the hatch.' I looked
downward and saw water flowing particularly the W. C. T. U., have had
over the hatch.1
introduced a resolution submitting to
a vote of the people an amendment to
Ismay Helped Women in Boat.
Then I went upon deck and met a the constitution providing for stateman in dressing gown who said to me: wide prohibition,
and are working
'Hurry, there's no time for fooling.' hard to get sufficient votes pledged
Then I went to the boats."
to insure its passage, two bills have
"Did you know who that man was?'' been introduced looking to the enact
"Not then. I do now."
ment of local option laws with string
"Who was it?"
ent saloon regulations.
"Mr. Ismay. Later this man told me
to get the women and children in the
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
boats. I lowered one of them. Mr.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Ismay came to the boat and helped me Tablets.
Druggists refund money if
I put in quite, a number of them and a 1: fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigfew men. Then I called for more worn nature is on each box. 25c.
en, but there were none to be seen.'
Cries, Shouting, Moaning.
Pittman was asked if he heard any
cries of distress.
"Oh, yes."
"What?"
"Crying, shouting, moaning.'1
"In the water?"
"Yes, from the water."
"Did you hear any explosion?"
"Yes sir, four. They sounded like
big guns in the. distance."
"What were these explosions?"
FOR TWO W EEKS A T
"I think they were the bulkheads,
two-third-

WHITE DRESSES,
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DRESSES.

All Serge Dresses, Prices

One-Pie-

Ranging from

$4.00 to $15.00 fSief

New Mannish Shirt Waists in a great
wish-invariety of colors are sure to appeal to the lady
tosecure both QUALITY AND COMFORT

W. N. TOWNSEND
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CO.

HONEST PRICES

Agent for the ROYAL TAILORS.

Here is Where We Lead
Our Line of Muslin Underwear has arrived and
is on display. Positively the finest line that ever
came to Santa Fe. We are the recognized leaders in the Muslin Underwear, and we are living
up to that reputation. Come and see. : : :
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DWELLING,

BARN, SHEDS AND CORALL.

B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
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doing so until the end. If the end
brings me out all right, what is said
against me won't amount to anything.
I
the end brings me out wrong, ten
angels swearing I was right would
make no difference. ABRAHAM LIX-- i

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGKLIN,

w

Valley News.
ot
The Rev. J. W Rose,
the New .Mexico Christian Endeavor
Union, who is opposing the legalizing,
in tlm sfilo nrrived in
nf iirif
the city trom his home m hast
Vegas last evening and is stopping at jERY.
the Montezuma.
Thomas M. Galey of Pittsburg, Pa.,
arrived from the Seven Lakes
last even-- j
held, in Mckinley
ing, and is visiting K. A. Johnston
Mr. Galey is on his way Iioiik
pects to return m ihe
company has drilled three wells in the
field but thus far his made no impor--

M.

Tailored Hats
and Flowers

sir.''

"When did the bulkheads break?"
"The explosions followed the dive of
the ship almost immediately."
Knots When Crash Came.
Speed 21
By searching
Senator
questions

MISS

A.

MUGLER,

Southeast of Plaza.

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

DO IT RIGHT!
When you pack your winter clothing and furs, get
a RED CEDAR CHEST and you will have no moth
trouble.
ENAMEL FURNITURE
When you want furniture of any kind come to the
RELIABLE FURNITURE HOUSE OF

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING

COMPANY.

JAMES C. McCONVERY;

2

Fletcher later brought out that the
fact that when the collision occurred
the Titanic was going at the greatest
speed attained during the trip, even
though the ship was entering the Made to order at THE JERSEY
grand banks and had been advised of
RANCH, Moriarty, N. M. 80 cts.
the presence of ice.
"You say you were going at 21
knots an hour at the time of the accident?" inquired Senator Fletcher.
"Yes sir. We left Southampton un
der about 20
knots which was increased to 21, and later to 21
said
2

2

Pittman.

'Then when the Titanic crashed in
to the iceberg it was going at top
speed?" inquired the Senator.
"I suppose so, sir.''
"Did you believe that if the Titanic
had had searchlights that these might
have revealed the proximity of the
oebergs?"
"I think so, possibly," said Pittman.
"XVrs there a fire in the coal hold of
the Titanic after leaving Southamp

ton?"
That's the first I've heard of
said Pittman.

It,"

"Do you know of any reason why
the speed of the Titanic was not reduced after the warning of ice?'
"Xo, but lt; Is not customary to re

ICE CREAM

per gallon in 5 gallon lots for plain
vanilla. Cream 5 cts. per gallon
extra for small lots. Cream guaranteed pure.
A.J.JAMES, : MORIARTY, N. M.

S. C. Buff Orpingtons
Eggs for Hatching.

$l,50H3Eggs
MAMMOTH

PEKIN

DUCKS

Ejrgs for Hatching

$2.00 for II EGGS

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone, Black 204.

415

Palace Avenue, j

CAPITAL COAL YARD

ta

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Coal

Wood

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

! FIRST CLASS HACK
For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

X
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
ph"
Phone Red 204, 315 Palace Ave. rste7&i&&i&7&i&i&z&a&&

SERVICE- -

Buggies and Saddle Horses-

:::
Bl

THEODORE C0RRICK,

-

Prop'r

-

aajaj5isja5a'
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i

ui, Louis Rocky
Pacific

'Our Persona! Guarantee
lo ail Skin Sufferers"

Mt. &

Railway

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES

Capital Pharmacy

RATON NEW MEXICO

We have been In business in this town bottle will cost you nothing. You alone
to to judge.
for some time, and we are
build up trade by always advising our
Again and again we have seen how e
few drops of this simple wash applied
aliuus xitfiit.
So when we toll you that we have to the skin, takes away tiie itch, infound the eczema remedy and that we stantly. And the cures all seem to be
stand back of it witii the manufacturer's permanent.
Prescription made by the
iron clad guarantee, backed by ourselves D. D.D. D.D. D.Laboratories
of Chicago, is
can depend upon it that we srive our
yu
of
thymol, glycerine, oil of
advice not in order to sell a few bottlos composed
other
and
soothinir,
healing,
wintergreen
to sHn suTerers, but
rf rr.ediclne
And if you are
we know how it will hMp our cooling ingredients.
feel
will
with
you
itch,
crazy
just
we
business if
help our patrons.
soothed and cooled, the itch absolutely
We keep in stork and sell, all the well washed away the moment you
applied
known skin remedies. But we will say this D. D. D.
this: If you are suffering from any
We have made fast friends of mors
l:md of skin trouble, eczema, psoriasis, than one family by recommending this
rash or tetter, we want you to try a full remedy to a skin sufferer here and
size bottle of D. l.. D. Prescription. there and we want you to try it now
And, if it does not do the work, this on our positive
uuruntee.
CAPITAL PHARMACY, SANTA FE, N. M.
lool-in-
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W. E. Wiehle and Mrs. Wiehle,
cago.
L. E. Gallegos, Clayton.
M. Donahue, Las Vegas.
E. Finney, St. Louis.
Manuel Martinez, Clayton.
Fidel Torres, Taos.
R. Chavez, Taos.
LETTER LIST.

SANTA FE TRAILS WINS
OVER ALL COMPETITORS.

Hotel Arrivals

Bargrover

New Mexico Given Gratifying Recognition at Oid Trails Convention
At Kansas City.

Palace.
Andrew Howat, Salt Lake.
J. S. Taylor and wife and daughter,
Kansas City, Mo.
Whitney Newton, Jr., Denver.
H. W. Crawford, Clovis.
F. M. Parker, Clovis.
E. H. Fisher, AlDuquerque.
M. J. Seaton, Kansas City.
W. H. Parker, Fort Sumner.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
T. M. Galey, Pittsburg, Pa.
C. A. Ballreich, Pueblo.
H. S. Tuitor, Las Vegas.
Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kelly,

fConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North and South.
Stage for Van Houten, X. M., meets trains at Preston, X. M.
Daily except Saturday.
tDaily except Sunday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m.
daily except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $3. SO round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m., arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.

Attorney William M. McKean of
Taos, who is in Santa Fe for several
days on his way home from Kansas
City, where lie attended the Old
Trails Convention, brings the good tidF. M. WILLIAMS, ings that the Santa Fe Trail has been
L. C. WHITE,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
Ocean to Ocean
G. P. Agent. made part of the
V. P. G M..
Superintendent.
Highway. Mr. Harvey M. Shields,
county commissioner of Colfax count-ty- ,
of the
was elected
Association; Colonel R. E. Twitchell
was elected organizer and Col. D. K.
P. Sellers, mayor of Albuquerque, to
H. F. Tilton, East Las Vegos.
for New Mexico. The
be
H. B. Roeder, Albuquerque.
atan
enthusiastic one,
gathering was
Wr. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
tended by about five hundred deleT. J. Guilfoil, Albuquerque.
gates. New Mexico at first had only
Harry Oatman, City.
adbefore
but
votes
present
eight
M. A. Gonzales, Abiquiu.
journment had 27 representatives. Mr.
Ernest Wolff, Kansas City, Mo.
McKean addressed the convention and
the delegates know more now about the W. D. Goutseh, Cincinnati.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Robertson, AlbuTaos and Santa Fe country than they
USE
querque.
to
did before and many promised
Mrs. C. E. Helm, Colorado Springs.
make the trip from Raton to Santa Fe
H. F. Patton, El Paso.
via Taos. Mr. McKean is certain that
Rev. J. W. Rose, Easfr Las Vegas.
by 1915, thousands of tourists will
pass through New Mexico to the coast E. Chacon, Trinidad.
O. C. Lannier, Philadelphia.
As each autoon their automobiles.
G. C. Compton, Raton.
mobile spends an average of $10 a
Mrs. Robert Moore, Kitaning, Pa.
day on its way, it means that much
P. M. Alexander, Granite, Okla.
increase for local trade.
SHORTEST LINE TO
E. S. Laurence. Lone Wolf, Okla.
W. C. Burmill, Chickasha, Okla.
Call for a Democratic State
Manuel U. Vigil, Albuquerque.
I
Coronado.
j
Purusant to the instructions of the
D. Martinez, Jr., Velarde.
Democratic State Central Committee
Mrs. F. C. Hatchett, Albuquerque.
of New Mexico at a meeting held in
A. Anderson, Dallas.
a
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 12th, 1912,
delegates convention of Democrats
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
of New Mexico is hereby called
to be held at Clovis, N. M., on TuesNEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
day, May 14th, at 10 o'clock a. m. for
the purpose of selecting eight delegates and eight alternates to represent the state of New Mexico at the
National iemocratic convention to be
held in the city of Baltimore, Md., on
June 25th, 1912, for the purpose of
candidates
nominating Democratic
for President and Vice President of
the United States for the Democratic

Gallegos Juna.
Garcia Valentin.
Gonzalis Francisco.
Gonzales Agustin.
(2)
Griego Eliceo
Hamilton Dr. .7. Odd.
Haven Josephine.
Hutt Mabel.
Hopkins Mrs. M.
Hume W. F.
(2)
Hochlobi Anders.
Johnson J. C.
Johnson D. B. Mrs.
Kirsch Paul
(2)
Kinney L. V.
Leland Mrs. E. D.
Lane Ethel.
Manuel Lopez Cig. Co.
Lopes Feliciana Saiz y
Lopes Josephine.

WEST!

THE

Denver, Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

J. H. Martin. Esq.

Grateran Hattie.

When Going

.EAST

Germs
get into the body are killed in two vay3 by the white corpuscles
substance that is in the blood. Just what this
of the blood, and by a germ-killin- g
substance is, we do not know. The blood of a healthy person always has some
germ-killin- g
substance in it to ward off the attack of disease. The fountain head
of life is the stomach.
A man who has a weak and impaired stomach and who
does not properly digest his food will soon find that his blood has become weak
and impoverished, and that his whole body is improperly and insufficiently nourished. To put the body in healthy condition, to feed the system on rich, red blood
and throw out the poisons from the body, nothing in the past forty years has

C. A.

Bishop W. L.
Bettes Chas.
Brock Mrs. M. A.
Brown Mrs. W. N.
Brito Juan Manuel.
Balderrama Magdalena.
Blella Ramoncita.
Bermudez Luz.
Baca Amalia.
Chaves Agustin.
Cantou Steve.
Cooley A. W.
Collin T.
Dicer Byron.
Dorothy Miss.
Flinger Amalia.

6 00
P ni

How The Body Kills Germs.
that

office at Washington.
Andre Martha.
Atencio Miguel.
Armijo V. J.
Baca Aurora.

.

6 35
6 27
6 17

Chi-

List of letters remaining uncalled
tor In the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
M., for the week ending April 20, 1912.
If not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter

y

12
55
02
45

1

TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 1912.

ML

Every Woman
i

is interested and should know
about the wonderful
Whirling Spray
The new vaginal Syringe.
most convenient. It
cleanses instantly.

MARVEL

Ask your druggist for it."
If he cannot supply
MARVEL, accept no other?
but send stamp for illustrated
book
sealed. It gives full particu
lars and directions invaluable to ladies.
HUM CO., 44 East 23d Street, N Totk

a

mi

a

excelled Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, a pure
glyceric extract (without alcohol), of bloodroot, golden
6cal and Oregon grape root, stone root, mandrake and
queen's root with black cherrybark.
" My husband was a sufferer from stomach trouble and
impure blood." writes Mrs. Jamks II. Maiitis. of Frankfurt, Ky. "IIo had a sore on his face that would form &
scab which would dry and drop off in about a month, then,
another would immediately form. It continued this way
for a long time. He tried every remedy that any one would
sufrerct but found no relief. He then tried Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery which completely cured him. Ha
has stayed cured now for two years, and I recommend this
valuable medicine for impurities of the blood."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate
stomach, liver and bowels,,
tiny granules.

Lopes Antonio.
Lucero Frank.
Morgan W. J.
Mueller Elsie.
Moore Ruby.
Moore Harveys.
(2)
Montgomery Jno.
Moore Sada.
McMillan Wm.
(2)
Morga Albino
Martinez Santiago
(2)
Montoya Anastacio
Montoya Josefita.
Nelson Clara.
Oakley E. H.
Pettier Edwin.
Rudford Arthur.
Rudford Tommy.
Rudford Gladys.
Santa Fe Timber Co.
Steinman Mary (2)
Salmon Jos.
Smith Gertrude.
Stevens Eunice.
Smith Bessie.
Sullivan Augusta.
Sandoval Felipe.
The Guaranty Orchard & Land Co.
Thornton Mrs. Geo.
Taylor Ada.
Trujillo Epimenia.
Vigil Toribio.
Warren Stella.
White Ornela Miss.
White Athington.
Walker Mrs. Lil.
Williams Frank.
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not.
E. C. BURKE. Postmaster.

sugar-coate-

INCREASED WHEAT SUPPLY
DEPRESS MARKET PRICES.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Chicago, 111., April 23. An unexpected increase today in tne European visible supply tumbled down the
price of wheat. Denials were reiterated that Kansas and Nebraska were
retrograding to any material extent.
The opening ranged from lc lower to
advance. July started at 109 3 8
to 109
fell to 10$
and then
rallied to 109.
The close was steady at 76
for July, a net advance of
tseuer weamer xor iarm wor ten- c

to
to

8

75

down at 76 to 76

and sank

76.

The close was nervous, with July at
a net loss of

1091-8l--

In the oats crowd support was poor
of
and selling general. Weakness
other grain formed the chief influence.
off at 54 and declinJuly started
ed to 53
Provisions showed an easy tone,
mainly on account of slack trade. Initial sales the same as last nighf. to
5c below with
Septjmber delivery
1S.67
for pork, 10:12 2 fw lard
and 10:32
for ribs.
2

2

STENZEL

ECU

LIPUID

A clear white liquid for cleansing,
diseases.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
Do Not Fail to attend the rendition the disease begins to disappear.
of the Holy City by a chorus of forty
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisch.
voices, all local talent, on Friday eve- er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy,
ning at the Elks' theater.
purifying and healing skin and scalp

New Mexico Military

Institute

party.
The various counties in the state
are entitled to representation at said
convention to be held at Clovis, on
the basis of one delegate for each one
hundred votes or fraction over fifty
votes cast for the Democratic candidate for Governor at the general election held November 7th, 1911, and
on this basis the representation from
various counties in tha states shall
be as follows:

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The

West Point of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department ai "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by Wai

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air
location of any Military
st

School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37u0
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during tns
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern

Bernalillo
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy

Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln

Luna

is all respects.

McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay ...
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

For particulars and Illustrated
talogues address:

ca-

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

Sierra

NEW MEXICO

FARES

Durability
We guarantee that Burroughs Adding and Listing
Machines will do more and
better work, and last longer,
than any other adding machine.
"Durability'' is a little
folder worth reading by anyone considering the purchase
of an adding machine.
If you are thinking of addyou need a
ing machines
copy free, of course.
.

Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
W. H. LONG, Sales Manager,
P.O.Box 702, El Paso, Texas

A MOTHER'S CARE.
A careful mother will not give her
child a medicine without knowing it
is pure, contains no opiates, and has
healing and curative qualities. Such
a medicine Is Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound for croup, whooping cough,
bronchitis, and all affections of the
throat, chest, and lungs. Best and
iafest for children and grown perrons. Contains no opiates. For sale
by all druggists.

io
14
15
15
10

50.20

Value and

6

'

6

'.,.4
13
L.7

I

Than Ever Before

12
12

.8
8

;.8

i

at"

22
14
g

Socorro

14

Taos
Torrance

jo
g

Union
14
Valencia
3
Total, delegates
311
SPECIAL REDUCED ROUND TRIP
The Democratic central committees
of the respective counties are requestCONVENTION
ed to hold primaries and county con
TO
ventions at an early date to the end
Los Angeles, Cal., $40.20
mar. iuii representation from every
county may be in attendance at said
San Francisco, "
50.20
convention.
All Democrats and citi
"
Oakland,
zens irrespective of past party pffiliatlons, who believe in the objects
Tickets on Sale April 27, 28, 29 and JO,
sought to be attained by the Demo2
I.
and
I,
May
cratic party, are requested to partici
SlIiE TRIP FREE TO SAN DIEfiOON
pate in said primaries and the selec
TICKETS READING BOTH WAYS,
tion of delegates to said convention.
via EL PASO A SOUTHERN PACIFIC!.
All county conventions must be held
not later than Friday, May 10th, 1912.
Limit, June 27, 1912.
A meeting of the members of the
For full particulars call on or address,
Democratic state central committee is
L. It. GIBSON
or LOCAL AGENT.
also hereby called to meet at Clovis,
on the 14th day of May, 1912, at 9
o'clock a. m. for the purpose of trans.
Commencement
The
Programs
such business as may properly
New Mexican Printing Company have acting
come before the committee at said
received the new samples of embossed time.
and engraved commencement program
A. H. HUDSPETH,
covers. The line is beautifully gotten
Dem. State Central Com.
Chairman,
up with the latest patterns and de- N. B. LAUGHLINV
signs. Samples will be mailed upon
Dem. State Central Com.
request to any one interested. Make
your selections early.
M. D. Boardman, 573 W. Main St.,
Helena, Mont., gives an interesting ao
The New Mexican Printing Com. count of
his improved health through
pany is always prepared to turn out the use of Foley
Kidney Pills. After
your brief and transcript work quick- giving a detailed account of his
case,
and
at
Give
us
the
ly,
right price.
he says, "I am almost 79 years old
a triaL
and have spent hundreds of dollars
for medicines, but find that I have
All legal blanks prepared according received more benefit
from Foley Kid
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new ney
Pills, than from all other medi
State form, for sale by the Nes cines. Further particulars sent on
Mexican Printing
request.'' For sale by all druggists.

Central Railroad Co.

y

31
23
19

the Price.

9

"'

You see progress on every hand Linger, bet for ships, better food, better methods
of living. But do you know of the great strides made in the art of good clothes making?
Unless you examine this new Spring and Summer display you cannot appreciate this
progress, developed to its highest degree. These new modes represent the highest attainment of the fabric maker s skill the best master touches cf the designer, who contributes
a life time of experience the handiwork of tailors who have won fame for their deftness
all included in every garment.
Not one of these various forces ahd abilities could produce this ultra quality of itself.
& Co.,
It is only when united in systematic organization as typified by Goldman-Beckman

at Cincinnati, that the unusual style and value elements are fully developed.
You can take advantage of all this
effort in every Goldman-Beckmgarment. This does not mean that every garment sells at the same price, but it does
assure the absolute maximum of value in any garment at any given price in your choice,
an

tive

at your price.
These are not idle statements made to attract your attention we have the evidence
here for you. The earlier you come the greater the display from which to make a selection.

JULIUS H. GERDES, cash store
""in

THE SAiTTi TE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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FAVORABLE STRIKE OUTLOOK
STRENGTHENS MARKET.
of Mediation on Part of
Engineers Gave Optimistic Turn
to Trading.

Acceptance

""""""""""

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, April 23. Definite an-

nouncement that the railroad engineers had agreed to accept mediation
imparted strength to the stock market.
In the second hour, Reading, which
continued to be the most prominent
Soon gains of 1
issue, rose to 167
to 2 points were so numerous as to
be the rule in almost every department of the list. Tobacco shares alone
failed to rise.
Bonds were steady. Higher prices
were established for some of the coalers with the opinion becoming more
prevalent that an early solution of the
labor difficulties was at hand. Le-

CALL FOR DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.

How to be Certain of
Curing Constipation

M.

PAGE SEVEN

ONE WAY OUT.

MARKET REPORT
A

X

Santa Fe County, New Mexico.
By direction of the Democratic Ex
ecutive Committee of Santa Fe County, New Mexico, a delegate conven-- l
tion of the Democrats of said county
is hereby called, to be held at the
County Court House in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on Tuesday, May (Jth, 1912, at!
p. m. of said day, for the purpose of
electing fourteen delegates to represent said county in the Democratic
State Convention to be held at Clovis,
New Mexico, on the 1 4th day of May,'
1912, :"or the. purpose of selecting eight
delegates and eight alternates to represent the State of New Mexico in the
National Democratic Convention to be

Prejudice is a hard thing to over- - than any other laxative.
Letters recently received from Mr
come, but where health is at stake and
the opinion of thousands of reliable Win. Dehlin, 924 Coeur D'Alene St.,
people differs from yours, prejudice Couer D'Aiene, Idaho, aad Miss Lina
then becomes your menace and you Beues, Sebastopol, Calif., are but a few
ought to lay it aside. This is said of thousands showing the esteem in
in the interest of people suffering which Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is
from chronic constipation, and it is held. It is mild, gentle,
worthy of their attention.
jnot violent, like salts or cathartics. It
In the opinion of legions of reliable cures gradually and pleasantly so that
American people the most stubborn i:: time nature again 'does its own
constipation imaginable can be cured work without outside aid. Constlpat-ba brief use of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup ec' people owe it to themselves to use
Pepsin. You may not have heard of it this grand bowel specific.
Anjone wishing to make a trial ol
before, but do not doubt its merits on
that account, or because it has not, this remedy before buying it in the
teen blatantly advertised. It has sold regular way of a druggist at fifty cents
very successfully on wore of mouth or one dollar a large bottle (tanuiy
recommendation.
Parents are giving size) can have a sample bottle sent to
it to their children today who were the home free of charge by simply
it by their parents, and it has dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405 Wash- our name
been truthfully said that more drug- - ington St., Montieello, 111.
use it personally va. their families and address on a postal card will do.

j

g

Grain and Provisions.
111.,
Chicago,
April 23.
May 113
July M9
May 7S
July 7t;

Wheat,
Corn
Ooats,
7
r4 Pork
May oij S:i57: July
May 1S.UM; lard Mav iu:2u; ribs May

e, -- House
with or without
FOR
D. S. LOW- 3 or C rooms.
They won't cure it.
Backache means sick kidneys.
ITZKI.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad
kidneys.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Elec
Santa Fe people back them up.
tric light, telephone, bath, 425 College
a case oi u:
Si. Phone Red 10.i.
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa!
Fe, N. Mex., says: "About two and a
FOR SALE Cheap if sold at once, 4
half years ago 1 gave a public stateroom house and large orchard clos
ment telling of my experience
with in. Address T. New Mexican.
Dona's Kidney
Pills.
They completely rid me of pains in my back
LOST A sorre-- , mare, ball fae, S.
which had troubled me off and on for
months.
When I stooped or brought C. connected right hip. Suitable rea strain on my loins, I suffered more ward for return. The Bishop's ranch.
severely and there were various
other difficulties which convinced me
Elegantly Furnlsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and
that my trouble came from disordered
I finally used Doan's Kid
ng all modern conveniences, including
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Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. pages civil and 320 pages
Postum.
the Board of Directors of said corpor
have been benefited by Cardui.
'
meets
regularly
each. Comation to be advisable, and having 'Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter- uivil or criminal $2.71The beneficial effects of this time For sale by all druggists.
at 8 o'clock
evening
every
Thursday
For
criminal
$4.00.
and
soon
civil
show
been duly and regularly assented to by nally, acting directly upon the blood bined
tested woman's remedy,
It will not pay you to waste your in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broths
of the stockhold-- j and mucous surfaces of the system. $.50 additional these books 'win be themselves in many different ways.
the vote of
tiem writing out your legal form ers always welcome.
Try
ers having voting powers, at a meeting Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents sent by mall or prepaid express. Cash
when you can get them already printmust accompnay ordei State plainly
N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dr. Chitti-rooPostum Cereal Company, Ltd., duly called by the Board of Directors per bottle. Bold by all Druggists.
a Biograph and
A Siren of Impulse
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special led at
the New Mexican Printing
Take Hall's Family Pills for constt whether English or Spanish is want
for that purpose: and the written asBattle Creek, Mich.
"Home
Treatment
and
book.
Jnrtrnctioni,
a good one at the Elks' tonight.
Company.
sent of said stockholders Is hereto ep-- stlpation.
lor Women," aenUa plain wrapper on reauetU
ed.
y
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TEE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE, N.

RAGE EIGHT

TwZoDAY, APRIL 23, 1912.

M.

A chicken dinner from twelve to 2 perature yesterday was 55
degrees,
Prices 50c, 75c and $1.00 at the Elks
i..y.V'J
m. and a Spanish supper from 5 to the highest sun temperature 79 detonight. It's in Teach of all.
The minimum last night was
7 in the evening is what you want to grees.
Dr. Chafin, an orator of world-widBoth 33 degrees. The relative humidity
tomorrow.
of
take
advantage
of
Santa
the
people
fame, will address
will was way down to 15 per cent last
Fe at the Hall of Representatives Wed' meals fifty cents each and you
worth. night.
free. more man gei your iuuuey
Admission
nocriov
ovoi,inr
WEATHER FORECAST.
The ladies of the Guadalupe church
Splendid music and the state song.
X
Denver, Colo., April 23.
1,
Vtnnrkfit ftf
AMERICANS ARE
f
ill ,
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall.l1" 6"e uulu lul luc
New Mexico, tonight fair with
FLEEING FROM MEXICO.
aito
not
Do
tan
rectory
building.
X with six tables pays well. Must be t
frost; Wednesday fair.
both.
tend
sold at once Price $15U0. O. C. Wat(Continued from Page One.)
Company
New Mexico Telephone
son Co.
TeleMexico
6fficers
New
The
Elects
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
Encourage our local talent by patmeet- hundred engineers and conductors,
A big chicken dinner fur fifty cents ronizing the rendition of the Holy phone Company held its annual
former employes of the National Lines
Mexican
New
of
the
at Library Hall tomorrow and you City on Friday evening at the Elks' ing at the office
of Mexico, called at Fort Sam Houston
E.
J.
yesterday afternoon and elected
will be helping a good cause.
theater.
today, and through Brigadier General
DeArcy, John K. Stauffer and Mrs. E. Duncan proffered ther services as railTonight at the Elks' Williams JubiHelp along a good cause by attend- J. DeArcy directors.
The directors
lee Singers.
ing the chicken dinner given by the elected E. J. DeArcy, president; John road men to the United States governshould it be necessary to interof
our conundrums and
Copper Clad Malleable Ranges at ladies of the Guadalupe church tomor- K.
Because
and Mrs. ment,
Stauffer,
vene in the Mexican situation and send
GOEBELS.
musical stunts!
row at the Library Hall from twelve E. J.
DeArcy, secretary and treasurer. troops across the border.
The Santa Fe Choral Society will to two o clock. It is for the benent
Musical Treat. The local Order of
eveMexico Increases Army.
on
lender the Holy City
Friday
of the new rectory building.
Modern Woodmen has secured th faTHE SWISH OF OUR SAWS,
Mexico City, Mex., April 23. During
ning in the Elks' theater. Do not miss
Elegantly Furnished Rooms Tor Rent mous Schubert Symphony Club and
it.
a heated session lasting until midnight
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav
of Chicago, to give an
The Clang of Our Cleavers,
Fresh Estancia Eggs 25c a dozen.
lnciuu' Lady Quartette
last night, Congress passed a bill auing all moaern conveniences,
8
on
Fe
May
and entertainment in Sauia
Andrews.
steam ho'nt
electric
thorizing an increase of the anny to
light,
ing
The Duets of
scnuoen
Warm Weather is coming. Cooking baths, in the First National Bank next. Tne
sixty thousand men. General Alfredo
among the best in the musical line, Robles Dominguez, former treasurer of
by electricity is cheaper than coal. building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Our Knives and Steels,
this
to
hoar
who
fails
one
the Madero revolution and military
Let the Santa Fe Hdw. & Sup. Co. and any
Sparks can prove it. See him.
A tasty Spanish supper prepared help you make your selection of wall attraction will miss a musical trea:.
commander of the federal district durAre To Be Heard
A genuine Spanish supper tomor- - ing the early days of the present ad- those who know how ffor only 50 papers and interior decorations. They
by
While Preparing
arrested today
cents. Tomorrow evening at Library have the very latest portfolios
that row evening at Library Ha.l trom d i ministration, was
Hall.
to 7 p. ni. prepared by the ladies of charged with being implicated in a
cannot
ideas
that
will
you
give you
Choice Cuts of Meat
All Boxes of the Santa Fe Electric get elsewhere.
the Guadalupe church for the benefit plot against President Madero.
Laundry brought Into the office will
For Our Patrons!
Gardenia and Elaine are a sweet,!
You cannot make your marketing
be redeemed at 10c doz.
delicate odor. Ask for them at Zook's complete without calling up Andrews, WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE WAS
You Are Cordially Invited
DEFEATED IN ARIZONA.
The Holy City by local talent in the drug store.
Phone i and getting a line up on his
theater on Friday evening. Forty
Here you will always find
Something New Under the Sun.
ToAttend Our Performances Elks'
vegetables.
voices. It will be good.
Such is a patented match safe that something to set the appetite.
Leaders of Movement Would not InThe Smile that never wears off. Be- also serves as a memory among his
voke Initiative to Gain Desired
Montezuma
Montezuma
Lodge.
i
cause he eats at the New State.
that is being distributed among his
End.
1 A. F. and A. M. will hold
No.
Two Women Robbed of Purses.
customers by Frank Andrews,
the Lodge
confer
to
tomorrow
evening
Two women at Albuquerque, last even- San Francisco street grocer. It is a a meeting
leased Wire to Npw Mexican)
the F. C. degree. Visiting brethern (By
no
j unique bit of advertising.
Phoenix.
ing, were robbed of purses, but
Arizona, April 23 Woman
Phone 92.
are cordially invited to attend.
arrests were made.
S iffrage was defeated in the Arizona
Picture of Santa Fe.r The fireproof
ThursNext
Old.
Lodge 100 Years
Senate today by a vote of seven to
Fragrant Perfumes from the great- of Digest, an illustrated monthly maA show well worth having at the
est manufacturers In the world can be gazine published at Santa Fe, in an day evening Santa Fe Lodge No. 1 I. iev-n- .
This action of the Senate folhundrdth lowed an adverse
Elks tonight.
found at Zook's.
article on "The Dwelling" Places of O. O. F. will celebrate itsrooms.
report on the meaThe
sure by the committee on constitution-- r
Man" by Joseph B. Baker, prints a anniversary at the lodge
fraoldest
' "frnt-nts- ,
to which the bill that
half tone picture of the Oldest House local Odd Fellows are the
of the Misd th- - House was referred.
nau
at Santa Fe, before its second sto;y ternal organization ' west
t
insissippi. Visiting brothers are
John T. Hughes, of Tucson,
Srtia
had been destroyed.
vited.
I!
to
F.
E.
sure
M.
car
in
and
be
Ride
the only member of the Senate ComwarA
Warranty Deed Recorded
mittee to rconimend favorable acget back.
from Juliana Vigil de Chadeclared that equal suffrage leadSee the Advertisement of the Wood-- , ranty deed
Marcelino Garcia transferring tion,
Davis Hardware Company in today's vez to
would now invoke the initiative to
ers
Jef3
on
No.
Ward
in
and lot
issue. It will tell you all about good a house
It isn't so much a
obtain submission of the amendment
ferson avenue was this morning regarden hose and incidentally about corded in the office of County Clerk to the people.
i matter
of money the
)
;i
poor stuff. And what a good lawn
Consideration nominal.
i
securingof artistichome
mower is. You know what it means M. A. Ortiz.
FREE LECTURE.
Also a warranty deed transferring a
not
mower.
a
to
lawn
Why
interiors;
ft
push
poor
W. Chafin of Chicago,
from
Hon.
Drive
on
Circle
Eugene
the
parcel of land
ge- a good one.
As it is the exercise
J. E. UarK. uon Prohibition candidate for President of
Atkinson
to
Alice
Elks
Hear Them Tonight at the
sideration nominal. A warranty deed the I'nited. States in 1908, will lecture
of good taste and color
Williams Jubilee Singers.
tne
transferring a lot and buildings on in the House of Representatives,
sense.
Enjoy a good chicken dinner at the Jefferson avenue, Ward No. 3 from So- Capitol, on Wednesday and Thursday
Library Hall tomorrow between the fia Fisher de Martinez to Manuelita evenings, April 24 and 25, at 8 o'clock.
THE MAXWELL
hours of 12 o'clock and two p. m. giv-- N.
de Estes. Consideration nominal. The lectures are free and the public is
en for the benefit of the rectory build-- ;
PORTFOLIO
an appetizing Spanish supper, cordially invited to attend and listen
church. You at Try
of the Guadalupe
be- - to the message of this great orator.
ing
Library Hall tomorrow evening
of harmoniouscalorcom-bination- s
will not regret it.
Ramirez's band will furnish splendid
S
7
o'clock.
and
iMwti
f orevery room
It's a Fact that the 'finest line of
Fair and frost- is the music. The band will play , in tne.
nc
oci..w.
- fiaza ana ieau me muwi w n.c v
nign ciass lunei ijicycuauuno
in the house so proves
prediction for tomorrow by the Weatn- - tol
duced are to De touna in z.ook s lonei.
,
Wednesday evening.
The highest shade temBureau

Why is our meat shop
strel performance?

like a

min-

e

The Home of Quality Groceries

I

I

DISCOVERY

THE

OF THE

North Pole
WAS

ia

V,

T,

t,

A GREAT

ACHIEVEMENT

'

But You Will Benefit More, Personally,
By Discovering

the Place to

Buy

Best Groceries.

Turn Your Search in this Direction.
Strawberries,

j

,

Tomatoes,
Rhubarb,

Asparagus,
Ifireen Onions,

Plaza Market Co.

Radishes,

j

l

j

Lettuce,

Spinach,

Carrots.

Parsnips,

Estancia Eggs, - 25c. Doz.
F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

Phone

4.

I

DOLLARS AND SENSE

j

S. SPITZ,

j

j

1

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

'

,,ti,r

i--

E

that.

aeparuiteui.
Governor

We want you to see
the Maxwell line of
Spring Papers.
It comprises a wide range of patterns and prices.
A rich assortment of colors in the new artistic effects.
The Portifolio will help you to a choice.

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

ally.
I you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel truvt'.A ever fifteen
miles a day, you v;i'i net grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
twice a year.
It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with ua

FOR

m

Santa

"Time Pieces That Are

Hardware

Fe

&

Supply Co.

Reliable."

y.

inn mil

in

iiiiMiM imiimiim

in

McDonald will introduce

'Dr. Eugene W. Chafin to a New Mexi-- '
co audience at the hall of the House
even-- ,
of Representatives Wednesday
ing. It is not often that a New Mexico audience has the pleasure of hear-- i
ing a man of the ability and reputa-- ;
tion as an orator possessed by Dr. Cha-- j
,
fin, and all should be there. Admis--

linn

v,
sion free.
While Our Sunday dinners are good;
still we keep up the standard all
through the week and give you your
'
"'"
Try us. New State.
jT

Cut Flowers for All Occasions
AT THE

Clarendon Garden
Down Town Stand

at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

Phone Black 12.

I
1

"OUR FIRST STATE SALE
TA

APRIL

1U

THE BIG STORE.

A

DRII

ArlVlL

f
t)U

This is not a Clearing Sale of the Season, but GENERAL SALE

OF

I

THE YEAR.

Prices:
Our Sale Will Last Fifteen Days, and During This Time You Will Buv at the Following

1"

THEY

CAN ALL ADVERTISE, BUT WE ARE IT! We

how to do it ! We have the stock to do it ! We
are also the price makers ! Our sale is a big success !
SaturdaywiII.be our big day! 1,000 different articles will
be thrown on the counters at very low prices. Remember,
theVale will end the last of the month.

Urn

ife

BIG REDUCTION IN LADIES' SUITS AND DRE55E5

ill;!"!

p- -

100 MEN'S SUITS,

Hart, Schaffner

Prices from $20.00 to $50.00.

&

Marx,

Specially pricedijat

The Reputation of this Store will
EVERYTHING is as
Early buyers will fare the best.

Be your Guarantee

that

rep-resent-

ed.

$tfJ5

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS,

70

6

for

25c

LADIES'

HANDKERCHIEFS, 6

for

25c

Walk in and select anything you like,' Note the old price on the tags, then note
the present prices and you will see at once WHERE YOUR MONEY IS SAVED.

I

